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ABSTRACT
MECHANISMS FOR QUALITY-OF-SERVICE PROVISIONING IN NETWORKS
WITH EXTENDED SERVICES
by
Zhen Qin

The emerging network traffic with various Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements creates
a demand for QoS service provisioning beyond the best effort service that Internet currently provides. QoS provisioning requires a framework that satisfies users' QoS and cost
demand while maximizes benefits for network service providers. It is considered that QoS
provisioning involves three issues: a) estimations of the network QoS performance, which
can be achieved by performing network measurement; b) dissemination of the measured
QoS states throughout the network with states exchanged among different network routers;
and c) QoS routing. In this dissertation, these three issues are addressed.
In QoS networks, knowledge of the network status is crucial but current implemented
network protocols cannot provide enough QoS measurement functions. For such purposes,
a network measurement framework is proposed that runs active measurement tools to estimate multiple QoS classes. An important issue involved in the network measurement is
the tasks conflict problem. This problem occurs when multiple active measurement tasks
sending probing packets in the same network segment at the same time, and causes misleading report of QoS performance because the tasks' contention for network resources
disturb each other's measurement. In this dissertation a novel scheduling algorithm is proposed to allow such contention among measurement tasks and to shorten the measurement
period time.
In addition, flooding algorithm is dominantly used in link state dissemination. It faces
the large overhead problem when used in QoS networks since a lot of QoS states need to
be updated frequently. On the contrary, the alternative algorithm, single spanning tree
dissemination, may not be able to achieve fast convergence or reliability. In the proposed

new scheme, Per-Hop pArtial-Spanning Tree Adjust (PASTA) for dissemination, link states
can be distributed with low overhead and fast speed, and the computation complexity to
build the tree is small compared to single spanning tree algorithm. The reliability of the
dissemination is enhanced by the multi-spanning-tree approach and the back-trace method.
Furthermore, in most of the current QoS architectures, a traffic flow receive the unified service at every hop on the path, resulting that the end-to-end QoS provisioning lacks
flexibility and granularity. To solve this problem, a nested DiffSery model is presented.
In this model, service at each hop is quantified and divided into multiple classes, and the
edge router on behalf of user is allowed to select different service at each hop. Under this
framework, routing in terms of cost and QoS requirements can be regarded as a
delay-stowc(DCL)prblem,hicsknowtNP-ard.Aimpovekshta
QoS routing algorithm is proposed to solve this problem.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Challenges in QoS Network Provisioning
Nowadays, users demand wider spectrum of network services, many of them with Qualityof-Service (QoS) requirements. Popular applications, such as VoIP, streaming video, and
online gaming have stringent requirement of delay, bandwidth, and jitter that current Internet's best effort mechanism cannot support [1, 2]. The implementation of multimedia
and security service in the next generation networks is coupled with the limited QoS parameters the network (Internet) service providers (ISP) offer. QoS provisioning is a critical
issue in designing current and next generation networks. However, providing satisfying
and efficient QoS guarantees is challenging because of the following reasons:

• Granularity. The network is shared by various and large amount of end-users, most
of which have their particular QoS requirements. This makes the provider consider
specific performance guarantees for each traffic flow, so that the processing complexity of parameters of each flow is high and the required storage space is large, which
causes processing delays in transmitting packets and challenges hardware processing
and memory capability.
• Optimization of path and service selection. That is, to find a path that can provide
a satisfying service to the end user, and minimize the user's cost or maximize the
network provider's benefit, including maximizing network utilization. Optimization
of such routing problem is known to be NP-complete.
• Service quantification. The quality of network service parameters are set up by different network applications. The common parameters include capacity, available
bandwidth, delay, jitter, packet loss ratio; round trip time (RTT). Network security
plays another critical role in the service provisioning; therefore it is also regarded as
a QoS parameter in recent literature. To improve the flexibility of the service, it is
necessary to separate this service into various classes so as to increase the options for
users to select. However, some QoS parameters are difficult to be quantified. As an
example, security may be quantified from user's perception perspective rather than
by a quantifiable parameter. As another example, VoIP applications also estimate
quality of service based on speaker's satisfaction feedback.
1
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• Service pricing. QoS provisioning requires cooperation among multiple network
service providers. Different providers can use mutual agreements on service charges
and map service classes among partner ISPs. Service providers who are independent
organizations, may be only concerned with its own profit, creating possible conflicts
on fulfilling their agreements to provide the QoS service.
• QoS state distribution. The accuracy of QoS paths and service selections depends on
the accuracy of the QoS states. The dynamic feature of QoS parameters [3-5] make
it hard to maintain accurate link state information of the whole network. Otherwise,
intolerable amount of network resources are wasted during the dissemination of link
states, which causes disturbance to QoS service on data traffic and increases the
complexity for the design of high performance network routing mechanisms.
• QoS measurement. The accuracy measurement of the QoS state is also important.
While efforts in network measurement have produced a wide variety of hardware
and software monitoring tools, demand for faster and more flexible measurement and
monitoring technology is increasing. With the requirement of granularity of QoS,
large amount of measurement processes need to be carried out. Thus, the measurement processes need to be scheduled carefully to avoid the contention for network
resources; on the other hand, the measurement overhead must be limited within an
acceptable level to save resources for user data traffic.

1.2 QoS Network Architecture
These issues have obtained attention from IETF and ITU-T for many years. In the IETF,
the IP Performance Metric (IPPM) Working Group [6] is organized to define a set of QoS
parameters (so called metrics in IPPM) and to provide quantitative characteristics of networks [7]. ITU-T proposed general Recommendation 1.350 [8] or for IP in Recommendation Y.1540 [9], Y.1541 [10] and G.1010 [11], which recommends the use of a statistical
probabilistic definition for the QoS parameters.
IETF also organizes several other working groups for QoS provisioning. Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) protocol [12] proposed by IETF is by now one of the most pervasive
routing protocol implemented in the Internet. The OSPF protocol defines the link state or
weight as inversely proportional to the link capacity. The IETF OSPF IGP Working Group
extends the weight (cost) of a link as originally designed in OSPF by the association of
QoS parameters with it [13], while the link state update policing and the routing based
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on the QoS-mapped weight design remain unaddressed. Besides that, IETF organizes the
Common Control and Measurement Plane (CCAMP) Working Group [14], which aims to
provide a common control plane and a separate common measurement plane for physical
path and core tunneling technologies of Internet and telecom service providers. CCAMP
mainly focuses on MPLS networks and does not consider network-layer based QoS state
measurement and monitoring.
On the existing QoS architecture, Integrated Services (Intserv) [15] and Diffsery [16]
are well-known paradigms. The Intsery model is designed to provide network service to
each individual data flow generated by users. Resources are reserved and allocated to each
flow. A signaling protocol, namely, the Resource Reservation Setup Protocol (RSVP) [17]
was proposed to assist Intsery model so that, the admission control and end-to end resource
allocation is able to be performed in a dynamic way; the state of every flow can be updated
in the Intsery routers. Since the Intsery requires per-flow management in the network and a
router must keep information about the state of each flow, the QoS granularity is improved
but with the cost of management and monitoring is high as the complexity, thus Intsery has
limited scalability.
In a different approach, the Diffsery model only supports a number of services to
end users, based on the Service Level Agreement (SLA) between the user and the service provider. The common service classes include best effort (BE), assured forwarding
(AF) and expedited forwarding (EF) [18]. A data flow is marked by the terminal (host)
or leaf router and classified, metered, shaped, and possibly re-marked at the ingress router
where the flows are aggregated according to the service class and be forwarded to the
core routers. At core routers, the aggregated flows are serviced according to the Per-HopBehavior (PHB) associated with each service classes. The core router is not required to
keep the state of each traffic flow but only the service classes of the aggregated flows, thus
Diffsery has better scalability but only supports coarse end-to-end QoS granularity. Flows
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belonging to the same service class receive same end-to-end QoS service even if they have
slightly different QoS requirements.
To balance the trade-off of granularity and scalability, the Intserv over Diffserv model
was proposed [19], but whether Intserv over Diffserv model can fill this void remains an
open issue, in which case it is necessary to map each individual flow's end-to-end QoS
requirements from Intserv model to the Diffserv model. Recently a new approach of admission control referred to as endpoint admission control (EAC) has been proposed [2022]. In EAC schemes, the end host sends out probing packets to collect and evaluate the
end-to-end performance that a flow may experience. The connection request will be cancelled if the probing indicates that the current congestion level is high or the QoS provided
by Diffserv network is not acceptable. Since it is end host instead of router to process the
admission control on each individual flow, the scalability feature is saved in EAC. However, the probing path in EAC is pre-selected therefore EAC is separated from QoS routing
but only admission control and service selection, thus the false routing may occur and the
user's cost may increase.

1.3 Network Measurement Overview
As mentioned in section 1.1, QoS measurement has been researched and it remains as a
challenging topic in network QoS provisioning. Currently there are two types of measurement methods that have been proposed for network measurements:
1. Active probing measurement: The router or end host deliberately sends probing
packets (also named measurement packets) to the target router with precisely controlled departure time, and either the destination measures the arrival time or the source estimates the
result from the feedback of the target router. This method has been prevalent since the late
1980's [23, 24]. It can be categorized into two classes: delay based and dispersion based.
In the first category, path characteristics such as per-hop capacity, queuing delay, and link
utilization are inferred based on the round-trip-time (RTT) or one-way delay of individual
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packets. The dispersion based method can estimate capacity and available bandwidth, by
observing the changes such as the space between the neighbors of probing packets pairs
or trains. The probing traffic can be generated by marking the user data packets and using
them as probing packets, so called in-band probing, or by injecting measurement packets
only for probing purposes. This method is categorized as out-of-band probing [25]. Although inbound probing does not introduce additional traffic except for the marking bits,
the marking and analysis processing at the measurement points may cause delay to the data
traffic used for probing, hence currently most active measurement tools adopt out-of-band
probing. This dissertation also focuses on out-of-band probing.
2. Passive measurement: In comparison to the active measurement, passive measurements do not inject probing packets into the network. They estimate the network performance according to the traffic information captured from the header of the incoming
packets by network devices (for example, switches and routers) over various network paths.
NetFlow [26], implemented in Cisco routers, is one example. It counts the number of bytes,
packets, flag fields, time of the flow to measure bandwidth/link utilization between network
backbone routers. IETF also organizes the workgroup for passive measurement framework
[27]. Passive measurements can provide captured data with fine details, but large amount of
per-flow information to be store requires large network storage resources such as memory
of the router that are expensive. Furthermore, for high speed networks, the packets pass
through a monitor point are counted in gigabyte per second units. Routers have to sample the traffic to alleviate the processing burden and large storage, which diminishes the
accuracy of the measurement. The involved non-negligible installation and maintenance
cost also impede the wide-spread deployment of passive measurement. Meanwhile, passive measurement lets ISPs know the performance of their domains, but lacks the ability to
identify performance problems beyond a single ISP. Thus active measurements become a
possible method to replace or complement passive measurements.
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1.4 Scheduling of Network Measurement Tasks
Because different active measurement tools may be executed simultaneously at one measurement point, it is possible that different measurement tools contend with each other
for the network (or node) resources and the transmission channels, such as processing
time, bandwidth, and memory. Hence, the active measurement tasks that are performed
at each measurement point need to be carefully scheduled to avoid both potential resource
contention and measurement disturbance from each other measurement tasks. Otherwise,
contentions might affect the network measurement results, which may be interpreted as
a network problem, and mislead network administration and affect managing decisions.
Even worse, measurement without scheduling may cause a traffic burst that may impair the
users' data transmission quality.
Measurement tasks are also required to be executed as soon as possible so that the
network performance state can be updated timely to different QoS management systems
(e.g., QoS routers and server hosts). As the frequency of measurement tasks increases, the
measurement traffic also increases, and this raises the possibility of measurement disturbance. Therefore, it is of interest to minimize the measurement time to perform the set
of required measurements in each round (a set of measurement tasks that need to be performed within a specified deadline or period of time). The repetition of the measurement
tasks, required for service monitoring, can be facilitated. That is, more active probing can
be injected into the network each time interval.
In this dissertation, a novel scheduling scheme to resolve contention for resources of
both periodic and on-demand measurement tasks from graph coloring perspective, called
ascending order of the sum of clique number and degree of tasks. The scheme selects tasks
according to the ascending order of the sum of clique number and conflict task degree in
a conflict graph and allows concurrent execution of multiple measurement tasks for high
resource utilization. The scheme decreases the average waiting time of all tasks in periodic
measurement tasks scheduling. For on-demand measurement tasks, the proposed scheme
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minimizes the waiting time of inserted on-demand tasks while keeping time space utilization high. In other words, the total time spent on finishing all the tasks is shortened.

1.5 Link State Dissemination
Current schemes for flooding-based link-state dissemination do not consider QoS parameters and cannot provide timely updates of link states. OSPF protocol, as an example, uses
flood algorithm for link state update. For the sake of minimizing the administration complexity and overhead, the OSPF protocol recommends link state be updated periodically
with intervals as large as 30 minutes. This is a low update frequency to obtain current link
states for today's network capacities and speeds and for QoS-enabled networks. Spanningtree based schemes have been proposed as an alternative to the flooding approach, but their
convergence times are long and they may compromise service agreement compliance if a
link of the spanning tree is affected. Therefore, the construction of the spanning tree cannot follow the latest link states but store a stale state. This makes the dissemination path
suboptimal, causes slow responses with inaccurate state estimation, and makes the network
intolerant to link failures.

1.6 QoS Enabled Routing
-

The basic function for QoS routing is to find a path (as unicast routing) or tree (as multicast routing) to satisfy users' QoS requirement by selecting the proper link and service in
a network. The Dijkstra algorithm to build a routing tree is the well-known shortest path
calculation algorithm to find a routing path with only one constraint (for example, cost of
path). However, in QoS routing, multiple constraints need to be considered. This routing process is named as multi-constraint routing. The constraint could be the minimum
bandwidth and end-to-end delay the user requires, and the end-to-end cost the user budgets. Multi-constraint routing is an NP-hard problem [28]. There are there types of routing
strategies that can address multi-constraint routing: source routing [29], distributed routing
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[30] and hierarchical routing [31]. This dissertation mainly discusses the source routing
approach.

CHAPTER 2
NETWORK QOS MEASUREMENT ARCHITECTURE AND SCHEDULING OF
MEASUREMENT TASKS

2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a distributed QoS state measurement architecture and a measurement task
scheduling algorithm are proposed. The presented measurement framework is able to estimate multi-class QoS levels at each link of the network. The scheduling algorithm aims to
minimize the scheduling time for each round of periodic measurement tasks, and to resolve
resources the contention among various tasks. An analysis and simulation are presented in
this chapter. They show the advantages of the proposed algorithm when compared to other
existing schemes.

2.1.1 Active Measurement
Current QoS applications need QoS report to verify the service level agreement (SLA).
Active measurement and passive measurement can help them to obtain such information.
Because of the disadvantages of passive measurement as mentioned 1 and the controllable
properties of active measurement, active measurement becomes a better solution for QoS
measurements. [23, 32-42]. In active measurement, routers or end hosts, as the measurement points, deliberately send probing packets (also named measurement packets) to the
target destinations with precisely controlled departure time, and either the destination measures the arrival time of such packet or the source estimates the resulting delay from the
feedback of the target router or host [43-46]. The network information obtained by such
measurements includes available bandwidth, capacity, and one-way delay, round trip time
(RTT), jitter, and topology. The knowledge of such parameters facilitates various network
administration tasks, network monitoring against network threats (e.g., denial-of-service
attacks and hot spots), traffic engineering (e.g., QoS routing and link state update), and
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billing (e.g., pricing based on traffic amount or QoS performance). Such active measurements have been implemented in some advanced existing networks [47-49]. Examples of
tools for active measurement [43] include the simple ones such as Ping and Traceroute,
and the sophisticated, such as Pipechar [50], Pathload [51], Cing [52], Clink [53], Nettimer
[54], Pathrate [55], Pathchar [56], Yaz [57].
There are different tools to measure each QoS parameters and some tools may evaluate more than one parameter. Some of those tools are described below.
2.1.1.1 Bandwidth. In computer networking, digital bandwidth or just bandwidth often
refers to a data rate measured in bits/s, for instance, network throughput. These measurement tools are used to evaluate two bandwidth metrics: capacity and available bandwidth.
Capacity Ci of link i is defined as the maximum possible Internet Protocol (IP) layer transfer rate through that link. It should be noticed that the capacity of the link at IP layer
delivers a lower rate than that its claimed transmission rate due to the overhead of datalink-layer encapsulation and framing. Given the claimed capacity and overhead of data
link layer with C layer2 and H yayer2, the transmission time for an IP packet with size L is
T = (L + H yayer2/l•,s)oat1hyecpLrC+2iHfIPs/T=Cl
which is less than Cia y er2. The available bandwidth of a link is the maximum throughput
that the link can provide to an application, given the link's current cross traffic load. Because of its volatility, the available measurement should last a period to average the value.
The existing active measurement techniques are mainly divided into four families:
• Variable Packet Size probing (VPS): This scheme estimates the capacity of each link
along the path. The time-to-live (TTL) field in IP header is set to force probing packets to expire at the target link. The router at that link then feedback Internet Control
Message Protocol (ICMP) time-exceeded error messages back to the source, which
measures the RTT to that link. The tools Clink, Pchar, Pathchar, and Bing belong
to this category. However, VPS probing may cause large capacity underestimation
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errors if the path it passed includes a store-and-forward data link layer switch [58]
because it introduces other delays hidden from the IP layer.
• Packet Pair/Train Dispersion Probing (PPTD): This scheme estimates end-to-end capacity (i.e., the minimal capacity of the links along the path, so called narrow link)
of a path by sending multiple packet pairs which includes two-packets back-to-back
with same size, or multiple back-to-back packets with same size as a train. For
packet pair probing, if the previous dispersion between the first and last packet is
i=,Δafte-rpsT1nghculikwtapyC2,hedisronΔT
max(ΔTi-1 , L/Ci ). As the first dispersion ΔT 1,t=Lhefina/ldspCro
receiver is:

that is, inversely proportional to the path capacity min(Cis), o the end-to-end capacity can be estimated. The drawback of this mechanism is the unrealistic assumption
that there is no other traffic so called cross traffic in the network. To overcome this
disadvantage, packet train is proposed. This approach follows the same algorithm as
the one described above, but N packets are used for one train. In this case, the impact of cross traffic will be smaller as N increases. Figure 2.1 illustrates this method.
Typical PPTD tools need the software installed on both sender and receiver side.
Nettimer, Abing, Spruce, Pipechar, Bprobe, Cprobe, Sprobe, and Pathrate are some
examples of PPTD tools.
• Self-Loading Periodic Streams (SLoPS): This scheme sends a number of equal-sized
packets to the receiver, or saying sink, at rate R to estimate the end-to-end available
bandwidth. The sink informs the source about the one-way delay of the probing
stream. This delay keeps increasing means that the sending rate R is larger than the
available bandwidth of the tight link (the link with input stream rate larger than output
stream rate is called tight link) Ba so that queuing delay occurs. Otherwise, a non-
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increasing one-way delay accounts for R < B a , and the source wi ll keep sending
probing packets with higher rate than R to approach the sending rate to Ba. In this
case, there shou ld be only one stream along the path, and the source must create a
silent period between the successive streams to guarantee the average probing rate
below 10% of Ba. Pathchirp, IG!, PTR, and Pathload are the members of thi s family .
• Trains of Packet Pairs (ToPP): This scheme was proposed to measure the avai lable
bandwidth of the path [59]. ToPP is based on the same principle as SLoPS where the
sender sends several packet pairs to the receiver or with linear increas ing rate. The
initi al dispersion inside the packet pair t::.T, as well as the offered rate of the packet
pairs is known:

R,

= L / t::.T,

(22)

If Rs is larger than the available bandwidth B a, the receiver obtains a dispersion
smaller than t::.T, which infers a measured rate

Rm < R"

so that the sender increases

the sending rate to one close to Ba . Besides that, ToPP is able to measure the capacity
of the link with minimum available bandwidth (so ca lled tightest link) in the path.
Some research groups compared the performance of different bandwidth estimation
tools. Clink, Pchar, Pathchar, Abing, Spruce, Patchirp, IGI and Ipiechar are implemented
end-to-end among different cities on France national research network [47]. The results
show that most of the tested tools overestimate bandwidth because of the long routing path.
Hence, per-link measurement may achieve better performance than end-to-end measure-
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ment. Furthermore, the tools may be disturbed due to the network resource contention
when cross traffic exists. Hence the active measurement tasks need to be carefully scheduled to balance the network resources.

2.1.1.2 One-Way Delay. Round-trip time (RTT) is often referred as an approximation
delay, and it is easily measured by using Ping command. However, this measurement is the
sum of both forward and reverse delays. Note that half RTT cannot infer the one-way delay
as those two delays may not be the same in an asymmetry network, which is common in
the real environment.
IETF standardized the one-way delay measurement framework [60]. In the proposal,
the IP header of measurement packet is time-stamped when the packet is sent and received.
The sink collects the one-way delay by computing the difference of sending and receiving
timestamps. An important key issue is the synchronization of the clock between the source
and the destination. GPS systems provide a solution to synchronize both sides within several 10s of pee but its high expense and strict requirements on antenna location (faint GPS
signals require an antenna be mounted outside with a clear view of the sky) prevents it
from wide deployment. A code division multiple access (CDMA) base station includes a
GPS receiver that broadcasts the time to a CDMA handset, so CDMA receivers can also be
used for synchronization. The disadvantage of this approach is that the transmission delay
always fluctuates because the distance between the receiver and base station is unknown.
Another approach Network-time protocol (NTP) [61] may achieve synchronization within
several milliseconds, so that NTP can be used for delay measurement when the tolerance
of the estimation error is larger than milliseconds. Internet2's project OWAMP [62], as an
implementation of IETF OWAMP protocol, is based on NTP.
Some other mechanisms have attempted to evaluate delay without time synchronization. Choi et.al [63] proposed an algorithm in a TCP environment for this purpose. The
forward (reverse) delay is the deduction of difference between the accumulated RTT mea-
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sured by sender and the receiver side. However, it requires the initial forward delay in the
first round, which needs a heuristic to predict it.

2.1.1.3 Packet Loss. IETF [64] also released a standard for one-way packet-loss measurement: at the source, the prepared packet with a timestamp is transmitted. The destination samples the coming packet within a time period ([64] proposed pseudo-random
Poisson sampling, but this is not exclusive). If the packet fails to arrive within a reasonable
time period or is corrupted, the destination considers it lost. Similarly to one-way delay
measurement, clock synchronization is required so the transmitted packets can be counted
by sender and receiver in exact same time period. On the other hand, to get an accurate
projection of loss rate in a low-packet-loss network, a measurement point can either send
the probing packet in a low rate but let the probing phase last long time, or transmit a
high burst of packets in a transitory period. However, both solutions have disadvantages.
The former produces coarse average loss ratio as the network performance is continually
changed. Increasing the probing rate improves the measurement resolution, but the probe
packets themselves can skew the results and disturb the existing traffic if the frequency
is too high. [24] compared the probe-based packet-loss measurement with the passive
method. The experiment reveals the active measurement suffers from high variance and do
not correlate with those results from passive measurement. Thus the active measurement at
low loss rates need be careful.

2.1.2 Passive Measurement
Most time the data of passive measurement is only accessible to the network operators,
who use it to manage today's complex Internet. Besides routing, the information is used
for intrusion detection system to detect hot spots and denial-of-service attacks, for link state
update, and billing.
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2.1.2.1 NetFlow. NetFlow [26] is built into most Cisco switches and routers. It maintains a flow cache to contain flow records which maps the traffic relayed by the router. The
current version 9 of NetFlow supports the IETF standard called IP Flow Information Export
(IPFIX) to export the record by UDP to a collector application that analyzes and archives
the data. The router retrieves the IP header of the traffic to identify the flow by its source
and destination IP address, source and destination port, layer 4 protocol type, type of service (TOS) byte, and input logical interface. A new flow record is inserted into the flow
cache if packet does not match current existing flow. NetFlow will let the flow end and be
exported if TCP flags (FIN or RST) arrive, after a waiting threshold is passed (15sec, configurable), or 30 minutes (configurable) after the record is created, or else, if the flow cache
is full. In addition to the flow IDs, the recorded entries also include the number of bytes
and packets in the flow and the timestamps of the first and last packets. NetFlow looks up
the record entry when a packet arrives, then update the corresponding entry. In high-speed
networks with large number of flows, sampling policy is utilized by NetFlow to provide
scalability. An early version of NetFlow provided deterministic sampling (named Sampled
NetFlow), which selected every n t h packet for processing on a per-interface basis called
"1 out of n". Then random sampling methodology (named random sampled NetFlow) is
introduced in new version. This approach selects packets randomly with a fixed sampling
probability, so it is more statistically accurate than deterministic sampling when traffic arrives in fixed patterns. However, it is true that sampling (often 1 in 100, or 1 in 1000) hides
the full details of the traffic and causes estimation errors. Many researchers have provided
improved sampling strategies to dynamically adjust sampling rates according to specific
network scenarios [65].

2.1.2.2 DAG. Data Acquisition and Generation (DAG) [66] is a network monitoring
interface card, originally developed by university of Waikoto, New Zealand, and later commercialized by Endace company. Regarded as accurate monitoring equipment, it is often
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used to calibrate the active measurement software. It captures the whole traffic on the monitored link without packet loss. Based on its low CPU occupancy feature, DAG cards claim
be able to handle data rates of up to 0C192 and 10GigE with full line utilization. It uses
GPS or CDMA timing signal from base station for clock synchronization. FPGA generates
the timestamp for each packet, and filters and preprocesses the packets. The memory and
processor are embedded in the card to process data. The captured data is then transferred
to a PC through a PCI-Bus interface for post-processing and recording. The accuracy of
the result if the packets arrival rate is far beyond the DAG processing capacity is unknown.
DAG marks the timestamp as soon as the packet arrives, which is faster than flow-based
measurement schemes. Therefore, the recorded time is closer to the ideal packet arrival
time. Besides of the above two solutions, some other technology as sFlow [67] and RMON
[68] also described passive measurement mechanisms.

2.1.3 Combination of Different Measurement Methods
2.1.3.1 End-to-End vs. Per-Link Measurement. From the above introduction, it can
be seen that most of the active measurement tools support end-to-end though a few of them
estimate the per-link performance. The performance of end-to-end QoS measurement may
not be as accurate as the performance of per-link measurement. On the other hand, passive
measurement tools mainly collect the QoS information of the local interface.
Traditional QoS routing needs the local state of each router, therefore per-link measurement may be more suitable. Per-link measurement can also be regarded as the case of
end-to-end measurement where the path has no intermediate routers.

2.1.3.2 Combination of Active and Passive Measurement. Passive measurements can
be less intrusive than the active ones. They provide relatively continuous measurements
without any probing intrusion [24, 39]. This can assist ISPs to understand the network performance and analyze the network trends. On the other hand, active probing measurement
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is more flexible and easier to be deployed. It can monitor the transitory phenomenon with
various QoS measurement options. Based on this point, some proposals to combine active
and passive measurements have been proposed in literature.
In [39] an available bandwidth monitoring tool is developed that it passively captures
the existing application traffic whenever possible, and triggers active probes when no existing traffic is available. In this way, a constant series of measurement with lower overhead
can be achieved.

2.2 Distributed QoS State Measurement
2.2.1 Service Vector
In order to increase the granularity, the QoS service of each router is categorized into
various service classes. That is, assume there are n service classes, S = (Se , S1, ... , Sn—i )
provided by each link in a network and that a data flow passes v routers. Then at router i
and j, the user may select service Qi
Q i and Q
Qjjseparately, where

can be the same

or
S, Qii TεShesrvicl.tdfoahuerispntd
ε different classes and
as a vector as s = (s o , s1 , . , sv-1 , sv ), where s k is the service selected at router k and
sk ε S. This vector is the so called service vector. Service vectors are used to find the
suitable service classes in a single path so as to maximize:

where U is the utility function and C is the cost. This combination of service vectors decouples the provisioning of end-to-end QoS at each router, thus resulting in an intermediate
level of granularity and complexity between per-flow and per-group levels.
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Figure 2.2 Probing packets to test various service classes between routers.
2.2.2

QoS Measurement Architecture

Following this consideration, it is necessary to measure the state of each service class. As
Figure 2.2 shows, the framework proposes that one router sends the probing packets with
different priority to measure the service class in each link.
As commented in 2.1.3, end-to-end measurement methods may not be suitable for
the required QoS granularity. The system needs to measure the QoS state of each link
between any neighboring routers, that is, the state of any router in the network (and in each
interface). The most demanded QoS parameters are one-way delay, one-way available
bandwidth, round-trip del ay, and packet loss ratio. Currently, there are many measurement
tools to evaluate them. Some of the available ones that can evaluate one-hop QoS state are
shown here with the acceptable measurement quality.
Table 2.1 illustrates the summarized selection of the software considered. However,
it is not restricted to these tools to measure the QoS state. In addition, other parameters for
measurement, such as link capacity and jitter, can be considered.

2.2.3

Experiments Data and Analysis

The implemented measurement system is illustrated by Figure 2.3. Routers RJ and R2 are
connected through a bidirectional cable with a capacity of 100Mbps. TJ and T2 are two
terminals that run the selected measurement tools. They are connected to the router with 1
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Table 2.1 Selected Measurement Tools for QoS Parameters.

QoS parameter

Measurement tool

One-way delay

OWAMP [62]

Round-trip delay

Ping

Available bandwidth

Pipechar [50] or Pathload [51]

Topology

Traceroute

Bandwidth capacity

Pathchar [56]

RI

R2

Spirent SmartSits 6000C

Figure 2.3 Experiment topology.

Gigabit Ethernet cable. A Spirent SmartBits 6000C system (traffic generator) [69] is used
to generate the background traffic, also called cross traffic, sent between R j and R2 with
the frame size 60 bytes. The experiments include the following three parts:

2.2.3.1

Test of Measurement Tools.

Through the SmartWindow application of the Spirent

traffic generator, SmartBits generates bidirectional cross traffic between R j and R2 with the
traffic loads from 0 to 60% of the link capacity on each direction. Then, the measurement
tools Ping and Pipechar are invoked from T j • The probing traffic and the cross traffic have
same priority. The measurement results are shown in Appendix A. It can be seen that the
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Figure 2.4 Comparison of the available bandwidth measured by Pipechar and the actual
value.
average RTf measured from Ping and the average RTf fro m Pipechar are largely different.
This may be caused by the different protocol that each tool uses. However. the measured
RTf by SmartBits is close to the result obtained by Ping. Hence. Ping is selected for RTT
measurement in future tests.
From the result shown in Appendix A. it can be seen that the available bandw idth
measured by Pipechar is lower than the actual value (as measured by SmartB its). as Figure
2.4 shows. However. the difference between them approaches to a constant. This allows
people to further find the reason and compensate the difference fro m the measured data.
During another experiment. SmartBits sends cross traffic with the lowest priority.
The traffi c is changed in same way as above experiment. Pathl oad is invoked from both
terminal sides (for Pathload. T2 invokes the software as the end side) . In thi s case. the
probing packets are sent with higher priority. so as to simulate that Pathl oad measures a
high service class. The results presented by Pathload approaches to the actu al SmartBits
values. In the fo llowing experiment. the cross traffi c shares same service class as Pathl oad.
The obtained results show that Pathload values largely diverge from the SmartBits values
once the cross traffic is sent as a burst. or when the gap between the frames has a large
variance. Appendix B shows these results. Pathload measures the available bandwidth
by increasing the prob ing-packet sending rate until it finds that the one-way delay of the
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Table 2.2 Comparison of Network Consumption by Each Tool.
Measurement

CPU / Memory

Bandwidth

Measurement

Tools

Cost

Cost

Time(s)

Ping

very low

very low

<2

Pipechar

Low

Low

> 20

Pathload

Low

Medium

7

packets is increased. Hence, the received difference is probably due to the variable gap
between packets affects the one-way delay measurements in Pathload.

2.2.3.2 Analysis of probing packets. The length and amount of probing packets affects
the accuracy of active measurements. It has been suggested that the optimal solution is to
use around 60 probing packets with 700 bytes each [70]. In the experiment, while still using
the above experiment topology, SmartBits generated bidirectional cross traffic with loads
from 0% to 50% through the SmartWindow application, and at the same time SmartFlow
application was used to send probing packets for one-way delay test. Compared with the
measurement result obtained by SmartWindow, the probing packets with size of 64 bytes
can achieve more accurate results than that obtained by using large size probing packets,
independently of the number of packets are used.

2.2.3.3 Consumption of measurement tools. From the above experiments, the resource
consumption by each tool is obtained, as Table 2.2 describes.
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Figure 2.5 Network measurement implementation topology.
2.3

Task-Execution Scheduling Schemes for Network Measurement and
Monitoring

Table 2.2 shows that the measurement tools potentially contend for network resources. Active measurements are launched from a specific measurement server (measurement point)
connected to a router in the network to measure the end-to-end performance as shown in
Figure 2.S.a. A few measurement tasks can also be implemented at routers, such as the
Ping application, so that routers may measure the link state between any two neighbors,
as illustrated in Figure 2.S.b. Without loss of generality, Figure 2.6 shows a measurement
infrastructure designed by Internet2 E2E piPEs projects [71].
As discussed above, the measurement tasks need to be executed periodically. In each
cycle, a measurement task J~-+y is denoted as one measurement process executed by the
ith

measurement tool sending probing packets from measurement point x to point y. The

same measurement task is processed periodically.
Independently of the measurement approach used, probing overhead is a general concern for active measurement mechanisms as it may affect the user traffic. For example, an
active measurement experiment [70] showed that a 700-Byte packet size used in 60-packet
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Figure 2.6 An example of network measurement infrastructure.
probing trains can achieve sufficiently accurate results of available bandwidth measurement
per path on the Internet. In this case, one path overhead is about 42KB, and so measuring
all end-to-end paths in a 200-nodes bidirectional mesh system requires about 1.7GB for
just one snapshot if all network links are simultaneously tested. Therefore, the network
resources need to be efficiently managed under active probing.
In addition, distributed measurement tasks may be executed simultaneously at one
measurement point in a network. Hence, it is possible that different measurement tasks
contend for network resources, including transmission channels and bandwidth. Measurement processes that are executed in different common points also contend for resources,
such as processing time, bandwidth, and memory. The accuracy of some measurement processes may be affected by other measurement processes run concurrently. This conten tion
for resources is called measurement conflict problem. To gain insight of the impl icati ons of
contention for resources, Pipechar, Pathload, and Ping are executed in a host, all at the same
time, to measure several parameters in the transmission from one host to another through
a IOO-Mbps fast Ethernet link [46] . It is observed that the measurement resources and
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measurement processing time had a large discrepancy among those measurement tools, as
shown in Table 2.2, and the obtained measurement results are instable because of the disturbance from other measurement processing. Sommers and Barford [72] also implemented
a testbed through which the experiment results show that the measurements of packet loss
and delay from active probes can be skewed significantly due to the contention of probing
packets. Thus, the active measurement tasks that are performed at each measurement point
need to be scheduled to avoid both potential resource contention and measurement disturbance from each other while achieving a satisfactory measurement in terms of time and
accuracy.
To solve the above problem, a solution is designed to schedule the periodic and ondemand measurement tasks to achieve the following four goals:
1. Avoid conflicts among concurrent executed measurement tasks.
2. Network resources are not exhausted by measurement tasks.
3. Shorten the waiting time of each measurement task for the execution.
4. Shorten the total completion time of measurement tasks set, that is, improve the
resource utilization.
To comply with the above requirements, this dissertation proposes an algorithm to
schedule periodic tasks and to improve the measurement efficiency. It also proposes an
algorithm to schedule on-demand measurement tasks that minimize the delay of both periodic tasks and the incoming on-demand tasks. Both algorithms are based on graph coloring theory, where each measurement task is treated as a vertex in a graph, and the contention/conflict by two tasks is represented as an edge connecting those two vertices.

2.3.1 Problem Analysis
According to the classification approach of scheduling introduced by Graham et al. [73],
the task scheduling problem is defined in terms of a three-tuple classifications [a, 3, -y],
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where u defines the machine (processor) environment, specifies the job's characteristics,
and 'y denotes the optimality criterion. Following this classification method, the measurement scheduling problem can be described as [P, {rec, ri } , Σ Ci]. Here, P is the number
of identical parallel processors to perform the required jobs. However, different from that
approach [73], P is a variable instead. The value of P depends on the number of measurement tasks run simultaneously. Considering that n tasks need to be processed, the following
relationship exists:

rec refers to the constraints on the resources used by the execution of measurement tasks.
In order to minimize or to avoid the impact of probing packets on the performance of
regular data traffic, a network resource constraint, such as the maximum bandwidth, is
set at each measurement point. This is called measurement resource constraint (MRC) in
this dissertation. Scheduling measurement tasks need to ensure that the total amount of
resources consumed by the measurement tasks are within this constraint rec. Measurement
task i is denoted as τ i in the remainder of this chapter. The parameter ri denotes the release
time of a measurement task τ ii , upon which one instance of the task Ti becomes available for
processing or execution. Σ C i indicates that the optimal criterion chosen is to minimize
the total completion time on P parallel processors, where C denotes the completion time
of the measurement task Ti . This optimal criterion reflects the fourth goal listed in this
section. It is easy to see that the third goal is the sufficient and necessary condition of the
fourth goal, as described by Lemma 2.1. Therefore, Σ C i can cover both the third and
fourth goals.
Lemma 2.1. Minimizing the total completion time of a set of measurement tasks is equivalent to minimizing the average waiting time of the measurement tasks in this set.
τ
For a measurement tasks set, the completion time of task
Proof

is:
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where ea is the execution time of measurement task τi and wi is the waiting time of task TT.
Hence, the total completion time of the measurement tasks set is:

where m is the number of measurement tasks in the set and wavg is the average waiting
time of the tasks. Since the execution time of each measurement task is a constant, the sum
of the execution time E e, is a constant too. According to Equation 2.6, minimizing E
is equal to minimizing m x w avg , and thus is equal to minimizing .wavg
A scheduling algorithm can be further classified as preemptive or non-preemptive.
In preemptive scheduling, the execution of a task can be interrupted prior to completion
and resumed later. On the other hand, in non-preemptive scheduling, a task must be executed to completion once execution has started. In general, measurement task scheduling is
regarded as non-preemptive scheduling as the measurement results are expected at completion and the measurement results may be time sensitive. Another issue with this problem
that differentiates it from the others is the potential conflict that measurement tasks have
with each other. This characteristic increases the complexity of the scheduling scheme because the tasks cannot be just sorted according to one parameter (e.g., deadline or execution
time of the task), but also the conflict with scheduled tasks has to be considered.

2.3.2 Related Work
Round robin is one of the simplest scheduling schemes [48, 74, 75] where the tasks are
executed by a fixed order in uni-processor systems and only one task is executed at a time.
This scheme requires the longest processing time for measurement tasks as it does not
admit concurrent execution.
Network Weather Service (NWS), a well-known network measurement infrastructure, adapts a token passing scheme [76] to ensure mutual exclusion between measurement
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tasks. In this scheme, the measurement point that receives a token is entitled to execute a
measurement task. Afterwards, the measurement point releases the token to a successor.
However, this method does not allow concurrent execution of measurements.
Deadline driven scheduling (DSS), also known in the literature as the Earliest Deadline First (EDF) scheduling scheme [77], selects tasks based on their deadlines, and was
originally defined for uni-processor execution.
It is shown that the problem of determining whether a given periodic task system
is non-preemptively feasible on either a single processor or multiprocessors is NP-hard
in a strong sense [78], [79]. To provide network measurement scheduling, a scheduling
algorithm based on EDF that allows multiple concurrent executions, referred to as EDF-CE
[80], was recently proposed. This approach initializes a queue that stacks all pending tasks
to be processed in an EDF order, where the deadline is defined as the time before the task
must be executed again. Whenever a task is ready to be released or a task finishes execution,
the available tasks in the queue are scheduled. This method introduces the possibility of
overlapping multiple tasks in some time slots, but it does not consider the utilization ratio;
in other words, sorting the tasks in the pending queue with their deadlines ignores the fact
that the concurrent execution of multiple tasks greatly depends on the existing conflicts
between the tasks as much as on the tasks' deadlines.

2.3.3 Modeling of Network Measurement Scheduling Schemes
2.3.3.1 Definitions. Let τ = {τ1, τ2, ..., τn } represent the measurement tasks set with
up to n measurement tasks to be executed in the network. Here, T i is characterized by a
three-tuple of parameters:
• a (τ i ): the time the measurement task is released, which is the task's arrival time.
• e (τ i ): the execution time required by a measurement task to complete the measurement

Figure 2.7 Illustration of network measurement tasks.
• p (Ti ):

the period of the measurement task, or the time to execute task T i after the pre-

vious instance. This parameter describes how often a measurement task is executed.
A timetable of periodic measurements is constructed by sequences of tasks, each of
which is executed again in

p ( Ti )

units of time, and each task requires execution of e (Ti )

time units. The j th job (or repetition) of measurement task T i is denoted as Tip. Thus, the
first job, 'To_ , of measurement task Ti occurs at time a (Ti ); consecutive jobs generated by
occur exactly p (T ) time units apart. Figure 2.7 illustrates an example delineating the terms
i

defined above.
In a set of periodic tasks where the tasks (and the number of them) do not change and
where each task can have any particular period, the combination of tasks' release times is
finite. This is, after a long period of time, because of the task periodicity, the combination
of release times repeats again. Therefore, for the measurement set
Ph

T,

the term hyperperiod

is defined to be the period of time where all tasks in the set occur at different times

and without replication of the combination of release times. That is, all periodic tasks in
one hyperperiod are able to follow the same schedule as used in the previous hyperperiod.
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The hyperperiod is defined as the least common multiple of the periods of all measurement
tasks in T.

Without loss of generality, the execution time e (Ti ), initial available time a (Ti ), and
the period p (Ti ) are defined as integer multiples of a time unit which is referred to as a
time slot. The deadline of each job d (Tip) coincides with the period, that is, the job 7-,3
should be completed before the next job τi(j+i) is available to be executed. According to
this definition, Lemma 2.2 can be readily obtained:
Lemma 2.2. Given a measurement tasks set T = {τ1, τ2,. ,τn}atnyimesc,
there is at most one job available to be executed for any measurement task Ti E T.
Proof. At any time instance, there must be a job available for execution at the beginning
of that period. If there are some jobs generated from previous periods still pending for
execution, those postponed jobs passed their own deadlines and they are considered as
missed jobs. Hence, there is at most one job for each measurement task at any timeinstance.

0

2.3.3.2 Modeling of Measurement Scheduling. The proposed scheduling algorithms
are based on graph theory. In the literature, there are some articles using graph coloring
to solve time slots assignment problem [81-83], but most of them are designed for single
processing, which are not fit for multi-task processing such as the network measurement
scenario.
Consider a measurement tasks set T = {Ti, T2, ... 70 to be executed in a network.
Each measurement task can be represented as a node (E V) in a graph and any two measurement tasks are connected by a link (E E) if they are to be executed with mutual exclusion
on the measurement point or channel. These tasks are said to be adjacent to each other.
The graph G(V, E) that describes these nodes and links is called a conflict graph. Figure
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Figure 2.8 Illustration of the relationship between measurement tasks by a conflict graph.
2.8 illustrates an example of a conflict graph where two measurement tasks are to be executed between measurement points 1 and 2 in a full-duplex connection. Assume that task
7]

contends with

72

for the avai lable memory at measurement point 1, and at the same time,

it contends for the transmission channel with 73. Task 73 also contends with 74 for available
memory at measurement poirit 2. Therefore, these four tasks comprise a conflict graph with
three links. In this example, measurement tasks
or 72 and

73

71

and

74

(represented by shaded nodes) ,

(represented by un shaded nodes) can be concurrently executed.

In the considered network, there is a central controller to compute the schedule of all
measurement tasks and to send out the schedule information to each measurement point.
This central management mode is feasible and adopted in real network measurement frameworks. Scheduling is requested each time when a new job is avai lable for execution and
when a job execution has been completed. These time instances are named as scheduling
points. There is a waiting queue to store the jobs available for execution. At each schedul ing point, jobs stored in the waiting queue become eligible candidates for the schedu ler.
Based on the confl ict relationship between the measurement tasks, these jobs that belong to
different measurement tasks construct a conflict graph at the job level. The conflict relationship between j obs fo ll ows the same conflict relationship between measurement tasks. For
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periodic tasks, the conflict relationship among them is known prior to performing scheduling because the submitted tasks and the amount of resources they consume are both known
in advance. For on-demand tasks, the attributes of measurement tools are a priori so the
tasks' conflicts are known once an on-demand task emerges.
As the measurement results obtained by earlier periodic measurement tasks are used
to describe the current network performance, it is desired that the measurement tasks can be
completed as soon as possible after a task is available for execution. Therefore, the scheduling problem is converted into a process to schedule the available jobs at each scheduling
point so as to minimize the job waiting time for execution. At the same time, the scheduling
of measurement jobs at one scheduling point is enunciated as the arrangement of the vertices of graph G at the job level such that none of the nodes connected with each other are
scheduled for simultaneous execution. This process can be described as a vertex coloring
problem as follows.
Scheduling of Measurement Tasks: Given a conflict graph G(V, E) with vertices
V = V (G), assign each vertex a color out of the range [1, 2, . . . , k] such that no two
adjacent vertices have the same color.
Here, each color maps to one time slot. The color set to be used by a vertex v ij in the
conflict graph is mapped to the time range [tc , d(τ ii )] as described by Equation 2.8, where
t, is the current scheduling point and d (Try ) is the deadline of the job mapped by vertex v ij .
That is, the scheduler only considers the time slots prior to a job's deadline.

Each measurement point is considered to have limited processing and storage (memory) capabilities, and each channel to have a limited bandwidth capacity. Therefore, the
load of intrusive probing packets in active measurement needs to be restricted within a
range, so as to minimize the disturbance of the measurement of the existing data traffic,
as described by M RC values. A consumption matrix is proposed to describe such con-
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Figure 2.9 Consumption matrix.
straints. Denote the number of schedule slots and the number of the measurement jobs as
the column and row of a matrix as shown in Figure 2.9. The resource utilization objective
can be described as follows:
Resource Utilization of Measurement Tasks: Jobs of measurement tasks set T =
{τ1 , τ2 , . ., τnxτn)e2)(i}w,icthanbrupo,(smdph
consumption matrix A, where a row indicates the task and its duration in time slots and the
column indicates the time slot. The maximum number of rows is bounded by the amount
of processing resources constrained by Equation 2.4. Each column as circled in Figure 2.9
represents the consumption of network resources at that particular time slot.
The objective is to place the measurement tasks in the consumption matrix such that
Eni=1 Aij ≤ M RC, Vi E [1, 2, ... , ph], where ph is the hyperperiod duration, i.e., the total
consumption of resources by measurement tasks per time slot is within the measurement
resource constraint.

2.3.4 Proposed Scheduling Schemes
This section introduces the proposed scheduling schemes for periodic and on-demand measurement tasks. The following definitions are used in the description of the proposed
schemes.
• Clique: a maximal set of adjacent vertices of graph G.
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• Clique number: the number of vertices in the largest clique of G, denoted as w(G).
• Degree: degree of vertex v in graph G is the number of adjacent vertices of v in G,
denoted as dc (v); the maximum degree of graph G is the largest number of dG (v),
and it is denoted as (G).

2.3.4.1 Periodic Measurement Tasks Scheduling Scheme. Following the model of
the scheduling problem described above, the proposed algorithms consider the jobs stored
in the waiting queue for scheduling at each scheduling point. If a job can be scheduled in the
time range [current scheduling point, deadline o f job] without any conflict with already
scheduled jobs at any given time slot, this job is removed from the waiting queue and the
corresponding time slots for execution are marked in the consumption matrix; otherwise,
the job is kept in the waiting queue and waits for consideration at the next scheduling point.
Hence, the goal is to find a feasible scheme to schedule the maximum number of concurrent
jobs at each scheduling point, so that the most time space in the consumption matrix can
be utilized.
Consider available jobs in the waiting queue. Since their execution times are integer
multiples of a time slot and the time slot can be mapped to a vertex, each task can be divided
into a set of sub-vertices as follows:
In a conflict graph G(V, E) at the job level, each vertex vii that maps job τ ij has a set
of sub-vertices

.

ri";), where a is the length of e(ri3 ) in time slots.

As the sub-vertices of vii represent the different but consecutive time slots of a task,
they are said to contend with each other (or to have a conflict with each other). These conflicts can be described by a complete sub-graph Gil as in the example shown in Figure 2.10.
Conflict graph G is further represented by its sub-vertices and it is denoted as G8 (V', E5 ).
The clique number of a sub-graph Gii is equal to the number of vertices in Gig . Here, G5
is the graph constructed by sub-vertices.
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Figure 2.10 Example of sub-graph.
As each color represents one time slot, each sub-vertex in graph GS is a candidate
for a color assignment, so that any two adjacent sub-vertices must not possess the same
color. Each sub-vertex is restricted to allowed colors that satisfy the relationship denoted
by Equation 2.8. This is called the list coloring problem. To solve this problem, the subvertices are sorted in the ascending order of their degree in graph GS:
(2.9)

The rationale to schedule jobs in this fashion is the expectation that a sub-vertex with
a small degree has a few confl icts; therefore, a large number of tasks might be scheduled
at the same time. In a network with a measurement scheduling environment, this can be
described by two aspects. For a sub-veltex vj j and its adjacent sub-vertex Vx:

• vj j and

Vx

map to the same job: Then, the low degree implies the job has a short

execution time. This part is represented as the execution time of the vertex e(Tij),
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or by the clique number of the sub-graph w(Gij ). Scheduling a job with a short
execution time will leave more available time slots for other jobs in the waiting queue.
• g/j and vx map to different job: Then, the low degree of the sub-vertex indicates the
job might have few conflicts with other available jobs in the waiting queue. Scheduling a job with few conflicts allows additional jobs to be executed concurrently, thus
increasing the resource utilization.
The scheduling procedure is described below:
• Step 1. At current scheduling point t c , check if there is a new job available for
execution. If so, the new job is placed in the waiting queue.
• Step 2. Map the candidate jobs in the waiting queue to a conflict graph G and convert
G into sub-graph GS.
• Step 3. Sort the sub-vertices in the ascending order of their degree, as described by
Equation 2.9.
• Step 4. Schedule the first job as indicated by the sorted sequence. Any sub-vertex
selected to be scheduled will be colored with other sub-vertices belonging to the
same job Tip with consecutive colors. The used colors are the intersection set as
color sin-con f uct n [tc , d (Tip)] where [tc , d (Tip)] is the time interval from t, to d
col Or S in—con f het is the set of available colors possessed by the on-going conflict jobs,
and co/ Or Sin—con Pict is the complementary set of color S in—con f lict, i.e., the available
colors that can be used by vii i .
• Step 5. Check if the colored job and other on-going jobs violate the resource constraint M RC . If there is no violation, remove the colored job from the waiting queue,
remove the corresponding sub-vertices from the sorted sequence, and add the completion time of the job to the scheduling point list.
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• Step 6. Color the next sub-vertex in the sorted sequence. Repeat Steps 4 to 5.
• Step 7. Go to the next scheduling point. Repeat Steps 1 to 6.
The algorithm of periodic measurement-tasks scheduling is described by the pseudo
code in Figure 2.11.

2.3.4.2 On-Demand Measurement Tasks Scheduling Scheme. During the execution
of the periodic measurement, a network administrator may request sporadic on-demand
measurement tasks to test specific network performance parameters at a particular time.
Furthermore, on-demand tasks might conflict with some periodic or on-demand tasks. Each
on-demand task has also defined execution and deadline times, and it is considered with
either a priority higher than or equal to that of the scheduled periodic tasks. The proposed
scheduling scheme for on-demand measurement tasks is able to handle both of these two
cases adaptively. The goal of scheduling on-demand tasks with higher priority is to execute
the on-demand tasks as soon as possible while minimizing the latency of the periodic tasks
caused by the insertion of on-demand tasks. On the other hand, scheduling on-demand
measurement tasks with the same priority as periodic tasks aims to shorten the average
waiting time for all measurement tasks including on-demand and periodic tasks.
The proposed method schedules all the tasks with higher priority first, and then
schedules the remaining on-demand and periodic tasks according to the ascending order
of the degree of sub-vertices, as explained below:
• Step 1. When a new on-demand task arrives at tc , check the priority type of the ondemand task. If its priority is high, store this on-demand task to the waiting queue
of high priority tasks Qhigh . If the priority is equal to that of the periodic tasks, the
on-demand task is stored to Q regular .
• Step 2. Schedule all the candidate jobs in the waiting queue of high priority tasks
Q high . In the pre-computed schedule, all the jobs of periodic tasks that finish their
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Figure 2.11 Pseudo code of scheduling algorithm for periodic measurement tasks.
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execution before to and the jobs that are still being executed at time t, are discarded/cancelled. The jobs that start processing after t, are considered as rescheduled. Follow Steps 2 to 6 of the previous scheduling procedure for periodic tasks.
Note that the scheduling points are updated so the completion time of the scheduled
jobs in Qhigh are added into the scheduling points list. After this step, all the possible
jobs in Q high must be either scheduled or expired because there are no available time
slots to be scheduled before the job's deadline.
• Step 3. Add those jobs that start processing after t, in the pre-computed schedule to
the waiting queue of regular priority tasks Qregular. Schedule all candidate jobs in
Qregular following the previous scheduling procedure for periodic tasks.
Figure 2.12 shows an example to illustrate this scheduling procedure. In this example, the on-demand task τ od conflicts with periodic tasks τ1 and τ3 , as shown in Figure
2.12.a. If the priority of τod is higher than that of other periodic tasks, then when it arrives
at tc , all periodic jobs that start the execution after tc are stored in Qregular while τod is
stored in Qhigh . Thus, τod is the first to obtain a schedule. As shown in Figure 2.12.b, τ od
is first scheduled and only the schedule of job τ 32 is changed. If τ od has same priority as
other periodic task, then τod and all periodic jobs that start the execution after t, are stored
in Qregular and sorted in the ascending order of sub-vertices' degree. As shown in Figure
2.12.c, τod is scheduled with longer waiting time than in Figure 2.12.b, but rescheduling for
other periodic jobs is unnecessary.
The algorithm of on-demand measurement tasks scheduling is described by the pseudo
code shown in Figure 2.13.

2.3.4.3 Computational Complexity Analysis. According to Lemma 2.2, there are at
most n jobs in the waiting queue if there are 71 tasks in the measurement tasks set. Using a simple sorting algorithm such as binary tree sort, the computational complexity of
sorting n jobs is n lg(n). In one hyperperiod, assume there are m scheduling points which

Figure 2.12 Example of scheduling on-demand measurement task: (a) pre-computed
schedule; (b) on-demand task has higher priority; (c) on-demand task has same priority
as periodic tasks.
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Figure 2.13 Pseudo code of scheduling algorithm for on-demand measurement tasks.
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indicate the time jobs arrive, then the computational complexity of the proposed algorithm
is mn lg(n). Denote C as the number of unique completion times of all jobs and K as
the total number of jobs to be executed in a hyperperiod. Then the following relationship
exists:

Therefore, the computational complexity of the proposed algorithm is n lg(n)Σn

i=1pi)h/p(,τ

and thus the complexity can be decreased by limiting the upper-bound of ph . Some previously proposed methods aimed to achieve this goal [84], but this is out of scope of this
dissertation.

2.3.5 Simulation Results
The proposed algorithms are compared them with other scheduling algorithms for the performance study.

2.3.5.1 Schemes for Comparison. The algorithms should be able to process multiple
measurement tasks at the same time for a fare comparison to the proposed algorithms for
their execution on an infrastructure with sufficient resources. All of these algorithms have
the same computational complexity as the proposed ones. These algorithms are described
next:
• Round-Robin The original round robin scheme is improved here to empower it with
the concurrent execution capability. The improved scheme selects tasks for execution
by following a pre-defined order. The scheme performs scheduling at each scheduling point. At a scheduling point, all the available jobs waiting to be scheduled are
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Figure 2.14 Illustration of the improved round robin scheduling algorithm.
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selected in a pre-defined round-robin order. If there is no conflict with current ongoing task, the job is scheduled; otherwise, the job is kept in the queue to be considered/scheduled at the next scheduling point. This algorithm is described in Figure
2.14.
• Descending Order of Sub-Vertices' Degree (DOSD) This scheme, also introduced
here for comparison purposes, follows a similar procedure as described in Section
2.3.4.1 for the ascending order version, except that this scheme sorts the jobs in the
waiting queue in the descending order of the degree of the sub-vertices mapped to
the jobs, in Step 3.

2.3.5.2 Evaluation Method. The algorithms are compared in terms of the average normalized waiting time of all jobs in one hyperperiod that is defined as below:

where w(τ ij) is the waiting time of the job Tip. w(τ ij)isformalydenth
difference between the time that the job starts execution and the beginning time the job is
available to be executed. In the worst case, some measurement jobs may be missed due
to time expiration (i.e., the waiting time exceeds the task period). The waiting time of the
missed job is defined to be equal to its period time.
As the network performance is monitored by periodic measurement requests, the
measurement jobs are expected to be scheduled at desired sampling times that the interval
time between any two consecutive samplings is a constant. However, because of the conflict
of the network measurement tasks, the measurement jobs are scheduled at the time deviated
from the desired sampling times. The average normalized waiting time is used to reflect
how severe such deviation impacts the acceptance of the measurement sampling results.
For example, if a measurement task with period equal to 20 minutes waits for 1.5 minute
to start execution, the measurement result is still acceptable to be used as periodic samples.
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However, if a measurement task with period 2 minutes waits for 1.5 minute for execution,
the measurement sample obtained is far from the expected measurement sampling time.
Another evaluation parameter is the execution success ratio of jobs to be executed,
which is defined as:

2.3.5.3 Simulation Results of Periodic Tasks Scheduling. In this simulation, the period of the periodic measurement tasks is uniformly distributed in the range of [11,100]
time units, and the execution times of the periodic measurement tasks are uniformly distributed in the range of [2,10] time units. The initial time of task a ( τ i ) is randomly selected
in the range of [1,5] time units. The conflict probability value is increased from 0 to 1.0
with increments of 0.05. A conflict probability of 0 between two tasks means that there is
no conflict between them, therefore there is no edge connecting these two vertices in the
conflict graph. A conflict probability of 1.0 means that there is a conflict between any two
tasks, which corresponds to a fully connected conflict graph. There might be a high conflict probability in a real network where the ongoing measurement tasks demand network
resources for exclusive use. As an example, the simultaneous measurement of bandwidth,
delay, jitter and other parameters at a gateway in a small network could be a network performance bottleneck as all measurement tools contend for the memory, processing time,
and uplink/downlink bandwidth of that gateway. To observe the maximum performance
of the scheduling schemes, the measurement resource is assumed to be large enough so
there is no MRC constraint on measurement tasks. The performance of the algorithms is
compared in 10 and 20 periodic tasks scenario. The simulation is run 1000 times (i.e., for
each time a random tasks set and the conflict relationship are generated) for each scenario.
Figure 2.15 shows the average normalized waiting times of 10 periodic tasks for these
schemes. The figure shows that the proposed scheme has the lowest average normalized
waiting times, and EDF-CE has the highest.
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Figure 2.15 Normalized waiting time for 10 periodic measurement tasks.

Figure 2.16 shows the success ratio of 10 periodic tasks of the compared schemes.
The figure shows that as the conflict probability increases, the success ratio of the schemes
decreases. Here, the success ratio of the proposed scheme is the highest among other
schemes as this scheme misses scheduling the fewest number of tasks as compared to the
other schemes, while DOSD, which sorts the task in the opposite order, has the lowest
success ratio. The combination that increases the success ratio seems to be the selection of
a small task and with a small number of conflicts.
Figure 2.17 shows the normalized waiting times of these schemes with 20 tasks.
The outcome for 20 tasks is similar to the case with 10 tasks, where the proposed scheme
achieves the lowest waiting time. The advantage of using the proposed scheme is more
pronounced for scenarios with a larger number of tasks.
Figure 2. 18 shows that the proposed scheduling scheme and the EDF-CE scheme
provide similar execution success ratio, which is the highest success ratio as compared
to round robin and DOSD schemes. It can be seen that when the conflict probability is
lower than 0.5, the performance of all algorithms is similar, but as the conflict probability
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Figure 2.16 Execution success ratio for 10 periodic measurement tasks.
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Figure 2.17 Normalized waiting time for 20 periodic measurement tasks.
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Figure 2.18 Execution success ratio for 20 periodic measurement tasks.
increases. the performance differences of the schemes become more pronounced. As an
interesting observation. when the conflict probability is I. where no more than one job can
be executed at a time by any of the schemes. the waiting time and success ratio of the
schemes show differences. The low success probability of DOSD is expected as it selects
jobs with long execution time first. and the remaining time wi ll then be left to a large
number of tasks that may be delayed close to or beyond the end of their periods; therefore.
a large number of jobs are missed. In the proposed scheduling algorithm. the degree of
a sub-vertex is decided by the length of the execution time of the job. so that scheduling
by the ascending order of the degree means that the job with the shortest execution time
is scheduled first. Thi s selection can potentially save a larger number of time slots for the
subsequent jobs in the waiting queue. Therefore. the performance of this algorithm is also
the hi ghest with the conflict probability of 1.0.
Another scenario is simulated that the execution times of periodic measurement tasks
are non-uniformly distributed. The periodic measurement task set is composed of 10 measurement tasks. The execution time of 5 measurement tasks are uniforml y distributed in
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Figure 2.19 Normalized wallmg time for 10 periodic measurement tasks with non·
uniformly distributed execution times.
the range of [2, I 0) time units while the execution time of the rest of 5 tasks are randomly
selected in the range of [8,10) time units. The period of the tasks is uniformly distributed
in the range of [II, I 00) time units. The initial available time of a task is randomly selected
in the range of [1,5] time units . The simulation is run 1000 times.
Figure 2.19 shows the average normalized waiting times under non-uniform distribution in the execution time of the 10 tasks. The large number of tasks with long execution
times is not beneficial to the proposed scheme, but the proposed scheme sti ll achieves the
lowest normalized waiting time among all compared schemes. The round-robin scheme
achieves similar normalized waiting times (although slightly higher) to those of the proposed scheme. The other schemes are favored by this distribution of execution times, but
their normalized waiting times are larger than those of the proposed scheme. Thi s indicates
that the measurement samples generated by scheduling schemes in comparison are more
biased from the regular measurement sampling points, so that the jitter of the time intervals
between any two inter-sampling points is large.
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Figure 2.20 Execution success ratio for 10 periodic measurement tasks with nonuniformly distributed execution times.
Figure 2.20 shows the execution success ratios of these schemes for tasks with nonuniformly distributed execution times. The results show that the execution success ratios of
all these schemes are lower than the values obtained under execution times with a uniform
distribution . The consideration of a larger number oftasks with long execution times makes
the scheduling schemes less efficient, and more tasks miss their executions. Nevertheless,
the results show that the proposed scheme achieves the highest execution success ratio.

2.3.5.4

Simulation Results of On-Demand Tasks Scheduling.

The scenario that the

schedu ling of periodic tasks combined with on-demand tasks is also simulated. The performance is evaluated according to the average waiting time instead of average normali zed
waiting time of the jobs since there is no period for the on-demand tasks. In this scenario,
there are 10 periodic tasks, and on-demand tasks are created at arbitrary time slots. The
periodic tasks are combined with on-demand tasks that are created at arbitrary time slots,
where the arrival of an on-demand measurement task is created with a probability of 0.05
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Figure 2.21 Average waiting time for on-demand measurement tasks of on-demand tasks
in a combination with periodic tasks.
for each time slot. For scheduling (and execution), the priority of on-demand tasks is set to
be equal to that of periodic tasks.
The execution and period times are uniformly distributed in the ranges of [2,10) and
[11,100) time slots, respectively. As in the previous section, the conflict probability among
all measurement tasks (including both periodic and on-demand tasks) increases from 0 to
1.0 with steps of 0.05. The simulation runs for 500 times.
Figure 2.21 shows the average waiting times measured only on the on-demand tasks.
The results indicate that the proposed algorithm can achieve the lowest waiting time for
on-demand tasks among the considered algorithms as all task are considered with the same
priority levels. However, different from the cases with periodic tasks only, the round-robin
scheme shows the lowest performance (the longest average waiting time) as some tasks
cannot be re-organized with the addition of on-demand tasks because periodic tasks would
still follow the pre-determined round-robin order. However, the other schemes follow similar trends as those observed for periodic tasks only.
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Figure 2.22 Average waiting time of periodic tasks when they are combined with ondemand tasks.

Figure 2.22 shows the average waiting times of the periodic tasks only, under this
scenario. The results show that the periodic tasks undergo similar average waiting times
as in the case of periodic tasks only, and the round-robin scheme and the proposed scheme
achieve the lowest average waiting times. The performance of round-robin is high in this
scenario as the pre-determined order followed by this scheme isolates the periodic task
from the arrivals of on-demand tasks . The proposed scheme, however, accommodates the
on-demand tasks and still achieves an efficient outcome, or the lowest average waiting
times.
Figure 2.23 shows the normalized waiting times of the periodic measurement tasks.
This graph also corroborates the previous observations, where the periodic tasks have similar results to the case of only periodic tasks, with the proposed scheme achieving the highest
performance and the EDF-CE scheme achieving the lowest performance.
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Figure 2.23 Normalized waiting time of periodic tasks when they are combined with ondemand tasks.
2.4

Summary

QoS routing is a basic and important function to fulfill QoS provisioning in current networks. However the lack of accurate link state information can jeopardize the QoS routing
outcomes. This chapter presents a framework for distributed measurement of link state parameters that can be implemented in the next generation routers. The framework makes an
emphasis on active probing, where routers launch various measurement processes to evaluate the QoS state for each service class between the router itself and the neighboring routers .
In order to avoid interference of active probing on the measurement mechanism and the existing traffic while guaranteeing the measurement accuracy, scheduling of measurement
processes are analyzed. Based on graph coloring theory, it is proposed to describe the measurement tasks relation by using a conflict graph, and to convert this scheduling problem
into a graph coloring problem. Two algorithms are proposed to schedule tasks according
to the ascending order of the degree of sub-vertices in the conflict graph , one for period ic
measurement tasks , and another for on-demand measurement tasks. Each sub-vertex represents one basic time unit for the execution time of the task. The resu lts showed that the
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proposed scheduling schemes provide the shortest average waiting time for cases where
periodic tasks are considered in the network as well as when on-demand task are added
in a network with existing periodic tasks. The proposed schemes also achieve the highest
utilization of network resources as shown by achieving the highest execution success ratios
in the presented results. In addition, the schemes are able to schedule the on-demand tasks
with either higher or equal priority with respect to that of the periodic measurement tasks.

CHAPTER 3
EFFICIENT AND RELIABLE DISSEMINATION OF LINK STATE
INFORMATION

This chapter presents a novel scheme called Per-Hop pArtial-Spanning Tree Adjust (PASTA)
approach to enhance the efficiency and reliability of link state dissemination. In the proposed approach, link states are distributed through the spanning tree, which is updated at
each hop by considering the latest local QoS states. This approach can also guarantee that
every node is notified as long as it remains connected to rest of the network. Combined with
multiple spanning trees method, the reliability and fastness of the dissemination is further
improved. The complexity analysis and implementation feasibility are also discussed.

3.1 Introduction
Currently implemented dissemination mechanisms are based on flooding link-states advertisement (LSA) packets, such as OSPF [12]. In these mechanisms, the routers send their
own LSA packets and forward those created by other routers to all the neighbors until every
router in the network area knows the updated link states. The time at what this occurs in the
network is called convergence time. Flooding mechanisms are robust enough to guarantee
that link states get disseminated even in the case of link and node failures as long as every
node in the network remains connected.
On the other hand, link states are defined by various QoS parameters in QoS-enabled
network. Considering the growth of both QoS parameters and the scale of the Internet,
dissemination of the large amounts of QoS link state information generates a significant
dissemination overhead by flooding methods. The dissemination overhead has the potential
to occupy a significant amount of transmission bandwidth that can diminish the network
utilization by user's data traffic. Furthermore, the link states may have been stale when
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a new LSA arrives to the destination node because of congestion in the transmission. To
minimize the overhead, various implementation schemes attempt to reduce the state update
frequency. As for example, the OSPF protocol uses a state refreshing time of 30 minutes.
However, approaches like this also reduce the timeliness of link state update, which may
cause false routing. Therefore, dissemination efficiency and accurate state awareness is
hard to achieve with flooding-based algorithms.
To overcome the large overhead of dissemination for flooding schemes, some router
vendors have proposed to reduce the flooding of already disseminated and unchanged information [85]. Other policies for link-state update have been proposed. In threshold-based
policy, a state update is triggered only when the percentage change in the link state value
exceeds the predefined threshold [86]. In class-based policy, the range of link state values
is partitioned into classes and an update is triggered whenever the link state changes sufficiently to cross a class boundary [86, 87]. However, these approaches reduce the dissemination overhead at the expense of increasing the convergence time and link state accuracy
degradation [88]. As another alternative, link-state dissemination based on spanning-tree
has been considered. A localized flooding approach where the dissemination network is
based on a spanning-tree scheme instead was proposed [89]. To decrease the communication overhead to maintain the tree, a protocol called Topology Broadcast based on Reverse
Path Forwarding (TBRPF) was proposed [90]. This protocol uses Reverse Path Forwarding
(RPF) to broadcast the link states through the spanning tree in the reverse-path direction.
The construction of the tree is based on the path with the minimal number of hops from
every node to the source of the update.
Although the dissemination overhead is reduced, the above spanning-tree-based approaches have not considered the continuous update of the spanning tree itself in a QoS
environment, thus the tree keeps using the same links even the QoS states of those links
deteriorate, which causes longer convergence time or even dissemination failure. The example in Figure 3.1 illustrates the drawback of such spanning-tree-based methods. In this
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Figure 3.1 An example of the outdated spanning tree.
spanning tree, the information travels from node V1 to node V22)
1-(>V , as the boldline link in Figure 3.1(a). The delay state of the link (V1 -> V2)changesfrom5t20
ms, and that of link (V1 -> V4) changes from 10 ms to 4 ms. If node V1 realizes the state
changes of the outgoing links (V1 -> V2 and V14)-,th>eopimValsngrwude
(V1 -> V4),asFigure3.1(bhowHvr,texisngpa-bedschmlt
nodes use existing spanning tree as described in Figure 3.1(a). In this case the node is not
sensitive to the local state change, or saying, the spanning tree is not adaptive with the link
changes. The spanning tree is recomputed after the last convergence is completed, which
means every node receives the updated link state advertisement message. Therefore, the
convergence time in this example increases to 15 ms (20 ms-5 ms) instead of decreasing to
6 ms (10 ms-4 ms).
Different from spanning-tree schemes, flooding schemes is designed to broadcast
LSA packets throughout network. Hence, the links with best performance (shortest delay,
largest available bandwidth etc.) are always utilized. Without considering the potential
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congestion caused by flooding overhead, the convergence time of a flooding approach is
the shortest for state dissemination algorithms.
Reliability of the link state dissemination is another crucial requirement to support
QoS networks. Spanning-tree-based approaches have not been considered for providing
reliability, that a dissemination tree may be susceptible to failure if a single link fails.
For example, if a single link or node fails, then the tree might become partitioned into
two or more subtrees, and the link state information generated from one subtree may be
unreachable to the rest of the network even if the network is still interconnected by links
that are not included in the dissemination tree. In the graph shown at the top of Figure
3.1, if the link (V2 V3 ) fails, then the spanning tree becomes partitioned into sub-trees

V1 , V2 and V4 V3, V5. Therefore, the LSA packets cannot be forwarded from one subtree to
another.
A novel approach, called Per-hop pArtial-Spanning-Tree Adjustment (PASTA) scheme,
is proposed to minimize both the link-state dissemination overhead and the convergence
time. Furthermore, to provide reliability to the dissemination tree, the back-trace scheme
and the multiple spanning tree (MST) scheme are proposed. In the proposed schemes, the
weight of a link is defined by its QoS state. These schemes are able to find and update a
feasible link-state dissemination tree with smaller delay and more transmission bandwidth
compared to the original tree. Because network nodes are aware of the QoS state of their
outgoing links in the proposed schemes, the spanning tree can be updated partially at each
hop according to the latest local states combined with the stored and current states received
from other nodes.
In the reminder of this chapter, Section 3.2 describes preliminary definitions and
terms. Section 3.3 introduces the PASTA, MST, and back-trace schemes. Section 3.4
estimates the dissemination overhead and computation complexity of these mechanisms.
Section 3.6 presents the summary.
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3.2 Preliminary Definition
Throughout the remainder of this chapter, the following terms are used indistinctly: node,
router, and vertex, and edge and link.
• Cospanning tree: the cospanning tree T* of a spanning tree T of a graph G is a
subgraph of G. It has all the vertices of G and exactly those edges of G that are not
in T [91].
• Component: a maximal connected subgraph of a graph. That is, between any two
nodes in the same component, there is always a path connecting them. However,
there is no path connecting two nodes which are in different components [91]. An
isolated node by itself is treated as a single component.
• Edge cut: A set of edges that if the set are removed from a connected graph, will
disconnect the graph into one or more components.
• Minimum edge cut: An edge cut such that there is no other edge cut containing fewer
edges. If any edge is placed back in graph G, G will be reconnected.

3.3 QoS-Based Link State Dissemination Schemes
3.3.1 Formulation of Link-State Dissemination Problem
Given a network topology G(V, E), for each directed edge e E E, the weight/state of e
at time tj is denoted as w(e, t3 ) or w(e). At each node, the QoS states of all the links are
kept in matrix Wi (G) for node i. The matrix is also denoted as Wi (G, t3 ), where tj is the
time of the last link state update. In addition, wP (e) and wc (e) denote the previous state
and current state of the link, respectively; WP (G) and Wc(G) denote the previous state and
current state of the graph G, respectively. The spanning tree is denoted as To (q), where o is
the root node of the initial spanning tree which is built right after state matrix at each node
is initialized. q is the root node of the current updated spanning tree. To (q, Wq (G)) means
the tree is built from the state matrix W o (G) at node q.
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According to above definitions, given that node i obtains the latest link states of the
network Wi (G, ta ) at time ta , the spanning tree Ti (i) may be built at this node based on
1471 (G). At this moment, 1471 (G, ta) is the current state of graph G, so it is equal to Wic(G):

If local link state w,(ei ) changes at time tb:

According to the conventional spanning-tree-based dissemination algorithm, as in
TBRPF, node i disseminates this update of e3 along the tree Ti (i) . However, since the tree
is built according to Equation 3.1, the tree might be outdated:
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There are three types of constraints to characterize performance matrix of a network
that are also used to build the dissemination tree: concave, additive, and multiplicative
[92]. For any path p(l1,l2 , , In ) which means the path p is composed of n elements:
l1, l2, ..., ln , the constraint on w(p) for path p is explained as:

A concave constraint is determined by the bottleneck of the path, for instance, the
minimum available bandwidth of the path. An additive constraint, where delay and jitter
are examples, is determined as the sum of the state of each link in a path. Here delay is
considered as the most important QoS parameter as the convergence time of link-state dissemination is in function of link delays. A multiplicative constraint, such as packet-loss
ratio, is determined as the product of the states of the links on the path, and it can be converted to be an additive constraint by a logarithmic conversion. Without losing generality,
additive constraints are considered in the following case analysis.
Assume that node i is the root node of the original spanning tree, and node k is one
of the nodes of the tree. In this dissertation the out-of-current-tree links are called external
links. The possible cases of the link state, in which wk (ej) can change, are:
1. e3 Ti (i) and wk(e3 ) > wPk (ei )
This case means that the current state of external link(s) degrades. Therefore, there
is no need to update the current spanning tree.
2. ei Ti (i) and u(ej ) < wPk (ei )
In this case, the external links can provide better service than before. Therefore,
update of the tree is necessary.
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Figure 3.2 An example to illustrate case 4.
3. ei E Tj (i.) and /4(e i ) > w Pk (e j )

Then the performance of the spanning tree Ti (i) worsens because the state of edge e l
degrades. Thus, update of the spanning tree is necessary.
4. ei E Ti(i) and wVe i ) < w IP,(e j )

In this case the performance of the spanning tree improves. However, it is possible
the state change of the link may result in the optimal dissemination path changes. As
the example shown in Figure 3.2, when the weight of edge V2 V3 decreases from
7 to 3, the spanning tree Tv, (VI ) as depicted in Figure 3.2 (b) is prior to the original
spanning tree depicted in Figure 3.2 (a). Hence, it is required to update the spanning
tree.
From the above analysis, it can be seen that all the cases, except for case 1, need the
adjustment of the spanning tree.
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3.3.2 PASTA Link-State Dissemination Algorithm

PASTA algorithm is proposed in this section. Based on a spanning tree, PASTA is designed
to reduce the amount of overhead that the flooding algorithms has and to reduce the large
convergence time of existing spanning tree algorithms.
It is considered that at the initialization stage of link-state dissemination, the nodes do
not have all link-state W(G) from every node, but only those of their local links and their
neighbors. The spanning tree cannot be built without complete link states of the network.
Therefore, at the initial step the link states are broadcasted by flooding. After this initial
step, flooding is no longer performed and the mechanism to update the tree follows the
proposed PASTA algorithm.
The PASTA adjustment procedure is described by the flow chart as illustrated in
Figure 3.3. This procedure follows four stages.
3.3.2.1 Initialization Stage After the initial flooding phase at time t o , the current link

states are disseminated throughout the network, so every node builds a state matrix:

3.3.2.2 Rebuilding the Tree at the Original Root Node As every node is aware of the

states of its own outgoing links, the dissemination can be triggered from any node in the
network. Assume that node Vk E V is the root node of the tree, and it triggers the next link
state dissemination process. After time interval A > a, if one of node Vk's output links e,
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Figure 3.3 Flow chart of the PASTA algorithm.
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changes the state from wk (ei , to ) to wk (e„ to + A), so:

The parameter a is the minimum threshold time to perform the next link state update,
as defined in the OSPF protocol. That is, the minimum interval between two consecutive
updates cannot be smaller than a to prevent unnecessary continuous updates from a node.
Normalized link-state change, (e,), is:

According to the policy of the threshold-based scheme to trigger a link-state update
process [86], the spanning tree update must use a threshold Uth to avoid frequent updates
owning to the small fluctuations in the link state. Following this rule, the update policy is
explained as:
•

V,s≥UteΔadihmkn)(orgebyd

•

V,nUti)Δodisehm(<akergbynode
Given an state change Δ(eitU)hisnodew>ulavgrtLSApcke

to disseminate the new link state ?D v!, to + A). Before the LSA dissemination, node
Vk updates the recorded link states as in Equation 3.5. Based on the updated matrix
Wyk (G, to + A), the root node Vk computes the dissemination spanning tree Tv, (Vk ):
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Therefore, the tree might be rebuilt (with the same root node) depending on the latest
link states. After that, the tree structure Tvk (Vk) and the updated link state wvk (ei, to + A))
are marked into the LSA packets, which are forwarded to Vk 's child node Vic±i.

3.3.2.3 Tree-Adjustment at A Child Node During the LSA transmission phase, the
state of the outgoing link ei connected to Vk+l may change at time t 1 as w vk+ , (ei , t 1 ).
Therefore, is introduced as a threshold time to update the link state and then consider the
following two cases:
In the first case, the LSA packet arrives to node Vk+1 within time t 1 + /3. Then,
the spanning tree TVk (Vk) may be adjusted based on the states marked in LSA sent by the
parent and the current local link state. The tree is denoted as Tv, (Vk+1) if there is a tree
update. The tree is updated according to the following Equation 3.8:

However, because some nodes of the spanning tree have been updated during dissemination, the notified nodes and the edges connected to them can be excluded from the
update process. Therefore, the above Equation 3.8 can be simplified:
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where Gw.- is the graph where node Vk and the edges connected to node Vk are removed.
The spanning tree TVk ( Vk + 1 ) replaces the old tree TVk ( Vk ) in the received LSA packet.
The LSA packet is updated withW Vk+l (e3 , t1 ) in addition to the updated information of
wvk (ei , to + A) already included. The new LSA packet is then forwarded to the next node
of Tv, (Vk+1 ). In this way, one LSA packet is able to disseminate several state changes
along the node.
The second case is when the LSA packet arrives to node Vk+1 after time t 1 +
The same procedure as in the previous case is followed, except that the forwarded LSA
packet does not include the local state wyk+ , (e3 , t 1 ), because at time t 1 +0, a new link state
dissemination, which is independent from the current dissemination TV k ( Vk ) , is generated
according to a spanning tree TVk (Vk+1), which uses Vk+1 as the original root node.
3.3.2.4 Acknowledgement to the Parent Node In the OSPF protocol, each newly received LSA is acknowledged. This is usually implemented by sending link state acknowledgment (ACK) packets. Considering that, the child node here is proposed to send an ACK
packet back to the parent node once the child node successfully receives an LSA packet.
Furthermore, the current updated link state WVk+l (e i , t 1 ) is marked so included in the ACK
packet and sent back to the parent Vk from child node Vk±i. If the ACK packet has been
sent already, for instance, from the parent node to the grandparent, a separate LSA packet
is generated and is sent back.
After the LSA packet is transmitted to the next child node, Steps 2 to 4 are performed
iteratively until all the nodes in the network are notified.
PASTA algorithm is illustrated with the following example. As shown in Figure
3.4, assume that node V1 is the current disseminating node. VI_ computes the adjusted tree
Tv, (V1 ) based on the information of the network without the connection to parent node V0 .
Hence, node V1 becomes the temporary root node of the tree Tvo (Vi ). Then, the LSA packet
is forwarded from V1 to the child node through the partially adjusted tree Tvo (V1 ). Assume
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Figure 3.4 Spanning tree adjustment and acknowledgement from node V1 .
that the change of edge ej is above Uth . Then the current state w c (e
(ej) is also marked in this
LSA packet so that the next hop can obtain the latest link-state from both ancestors V 0and
V1 . At the same time, the ACK packets that carry the state of w

j) are sent back to V 0.

3.3.3 Back-Trace Algorithm
If the current node cannot reach its child (i.e., isolated node) because either the edge in
between fails or the link-state is poor and cannot forward the link state dissemination,
a recovery algorithm, called back-trace, is proposed. The back-trace algorithm has the
objective to build a tree split by a link failure or by a link that cannot deliver LSA packet.
Following the PASTA algorithm described in Section 3.3.2.3 and based on the graph
Gvk+,, if current node Vk+2 cannot find a path to forward the LSA to its child node Vk+3,
it generates a fail report and send it to the parent node Vk+1. The fail report lists the event
trap that which node fails to receive the new LSA. The parent node Vk+l attempts to find a
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Figure 3.5 An example of back-trace algorithm.

path to Vk+3 and to disseminate all the updated link states (including those from child Vk+2
sent through the ACK packet) to this grandchild. If node

Vk+1

cannot find such a path,

it continuously sends the fail report back to its parent, if any. This procedure is executed
iteratively until a node can successfully forward the LSA packet to the isolated node or
until the root node is reached (this means that all the nodes fail to reach V k+3 ). Figure 3.5
depicts a simple example of back-trace algorithm.
Because the current node is required to acknowledge the parent node about the status
of the received LSA, as in the PASTA algorithm through ACK packet, the fail report and
the state of the isolated child node are marked in the ACK packet and sent back to the
parent node. If no ACK packet is sent from current node, a separate ACK packet may be
generated by the current node to deliver the fail report and the state of the isolated node.
3.3.4 Multiple Spanning Tree (MST) Algorithm

To evaluate the reliability of the scheme, the following criteria is defined according to [93]:
Criterion I: Given a network topology G(V, E), for any link e that is not the minimum
edge cut of G, if the link state information is still reachable to all nodes V after e is removed
from G, this link state dissemination scheme is regarded as reliable.

This definition can be used to verify that a single spanning tree in [89, 90] is not
reliable if there is only one edge between two nodes. Furthermore, if the edge is removed,
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the graph becomes multiple components. The PASTA algorithm assisted by the back-trace
algorithm provides high reliability by avoiding the selection of local failed links. However,
it is necessary to further enhance the reliability from the protection perspective.
Lemma I: Given a network G(V, E), a subnet G' (V, E') is regarded as a reliable
topology (RT) iffor any edge e E

{e} Ec/ut exists as long as {e} Ecut exists, where

ut and Ecut are the minimum edge cut of G' (V, E') and G(V, E).
A reliable topology here is a subnet over which the link state dissemination is reliable as defined by Criterion I. Also by this criterion, it can be concluded that a link state
information dissemination approach is reliable if the number of members in the minimum
edge cut in the dissemination graph is not smaller than two. If the network does not have a
minimum edge cut with only one member, all of its subnets that contain same nodes set V
do not have the one-member minimum edge cut either. Each link in the RT has alternative
edges. Thus, finding a reliable dissemination depends on having a reliable subnet topology or RT. However, this problem needs to be solved through a spanning cycle process
[91], which is NP-hard and unable to achieve fast convergence. Hence, the work presented
in [93] is extended, by proposing to update link states through multiple spanning trees in
terms of Lemma II, so called multiple spanning tree (MST) algorithm.
Lemma II: Consider a connected network G(V, E), and assume T (V, g) is a spanning tree of G, and T(V, g) is the cospanning tree of G. Then T (V, E(/) ) may include h
(h > 1) components C1(1/ , E 1 ),G2(V2 , E2),... , h(Vh, Eh) with spanning trees T1 (17] , ED,
T2(V2, . . . , Th(Vh, 4), respectively. Thus, the topology G' (V, E') formed by T(V, g)
and Ti (V,, E), with i = 1, . . . , h, is an RT of G(V, E).
The tree building procedure is described by an example shown in Figure 3.6. After
the spanning tree T(V, g) is selected, the remainder links and all nodes constructs two
components Gi E1 ), G2 (V2 , E2 ). The spanning tree of each component can be derived as Ti (Vi ,

T2(V2,

. Thus T(V, 4), and Ti (Vi ,

, T2 (V2 E0 are the RT of

G(V, E). The link state information dissemination on this topology is reliable.
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Figure 3.6 Example of RT build-up procedure.
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Figure 3.7 Illustration of a minimum edge cut of G(V, E): {e1 e 2, ... e n }.
The above tree combination can be proved as a RT by contradiction. First, assume that there is a link e E E' that satisfies {e} = E'cut and {e} Ecut, where E
and E,,,t are the minimum edge cut set of G'(V, E') and G(V, E). Then assume Ecitt =
{e, e l , e2 , . , en } as Figure 3.7 shows. After edge e is removed, G'(V, E') is divided into
two parts Gidi (Vd„ E' 1 ) and C'd2 (Vd2 , Ed1 2 ). It can be derived that el) e2) • • • en E', otherwise e h ... ,en still connect C'd1 and Cd2 after e is removed from E', then {e} is not a
minimum edge cut set of G'(V, E'), and the assumption {e} E,'ut is contradicted.
Thus, denote s (s E Vd1 ) and t (t E Vd2 ) as two nodes connected by e l . Since e l E'
and spanning tree 4 E E' , e l exists in cospanning tree 4 = — Eo. On the other hand,
there is {e} = Ec and so does e E E. Then, after removing spanning tree 40 , e l belongs
to one of the components G,(Vz , Ei ) and still connects the divided parts Gud1 (Vd1 Eld i ) and
Cd2 (Vd2 , Ed 2 ). Therefore, the assumption is contradictory and the claim is true for Lemma
II. Based on this Lemma, G'(V, E') combined with multiple spanning trees is also RT.

3.3.5 Spanning Tree Selection Algorithm at Each Node
By using the PASTA mechanism, a partial spanning tree can be rebuilt at each node. Currently, the most widely used approaches for building a routing tree are Dijkstra's algorithm

Figure 3.8 The example of the LDF algorithm.
and Prim's algorithm. Both of them construct a new tree without recurring to the information of the last (and obsolete) tree, so the spanning tree structure is not stable and the
computation load is relatively high.
In [94], it is proposed to construct the spanning tree according to the difference of
the decrement of the distance from the root node to the other nodes. This approach reduces
the access times to each node in the network so the computation load diminishes and some
area of the old spanning tree can be kept in the new tree. It is called largest-decrement-first
(LDF) algorithm in this dissertation. A simple example describes the LDF scheme. The
initial spanning tree is shown as the top graph in Figure 3.8. Then, the weight of the edge
V3 changes from 7 to 3 because a change of the link state. According to the Dijkstra's

algorithm, node V2 is first accessed since its temporary shortest distance to the root V I is
smaller than that of V4. Then V5 is accessed through V2 with distance 17. However, after
later selecting V4 , the path to V5 needs to be reselected as (V1 , V4 175) because of the shortest
,

distance of 14. In contrast, if the LDF scheme is used, V4 is first selected as the distance has
the largest reduction (i.e., 3) and it becomes the closest node. Then V5 is selected because
it has the second largest deduction (i.e., 2). Finally, V2 is chosen (distance reduces by 1).
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Derived from this method, the spanning tree selection algorithm is described by the
pseudo code in Figure 3.9. Assume that the only constraints on the link state dissemination
are the available bandwidth of the link and the convergence delay bound. Other parameters
can be used.

3.4 Complexity Analysis
This section analyzes the complexity of the proposed schemes and it is compared with that
of the existing schemes.

3.4.1 Overhead Complexity
In the flooding algorithm, the overhead of dissemination is proportional to number of links
and the number of service classes. Given G(V, E) with S service classes, the dissemination
overhead complexity of flooding mechanism is estimated as O(S|V||E|), where |V| and
IG|Efmarleintkhsubp.docwiengastm
period P, the total overhead complexity is O(mS|V||E|).
As for the single spanning tree algorithm, which uses a single link between any two
nodes, a total of 'VI — 1 links are used for dissemination. Therefore, the overhead is
O(S(|V| - 1)). For mlinkstaeupd,hovrisO(mS|V-1).
In the PASTA algorithm, with r multiple spanning trees, the overhead is r S (|V| - 1) .
It can be seen that PASTA lightly sacrifices overhead, but in average, a network would
only need a couple of spanning trees to provide the required reliability, so the overhead
complexity is not increased significantly. Moreover, for in link state updates within time
period P, the overhead complexity is xrS(|V| -1]xE).[1H,erthmpa
and x = 1 mean that only one LSA packet is used to disseminate all link states and the LSA
arrives before the local state exceeds the time threshold /3. Thus, the overhead complexity
of the PASTA-MST algorithm is equal to or smaller than that of a single-spanning tree
algorithm. The following example may give some light to the above point. Considering
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Spanning tree selection algorithm

Figure 3.9 Pseudo code of spanning tree selection algorithm.
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Figure 3.10 The topology of 32-node network.

Figure 3.11 The single tree for link state dissemination in a 32-node network.

Figure 3.12 The trees generated by the PASTA algorithm in a 32-node network.
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the 32-node network as depicted in Figure 3.10, there are 54 bidirectional links in this
network. Given one single update from each node during a short period, if using the blind
flooding method, all nodes transmit LSA packets through all 54 links, so there are at least
54 * 32 = 1728 update packets transmitted through the network. On the other hand, with
single spanning tree algorithm, a tree will be generated to transmit the LSA packets. One
possible tree is shown in Figure 3.11. The total LSA packets generated from each node
to its neighbor nodes on the tree are 31, which means the dissemination overhead for this
update is 31. If the PASTA-MST algorithm is used, the primary tree and the partial back up
tree are indicated by the solid line and the black dashed line, respectively, in Figure 3.12.
The number of LSA packets generated by the nodes on the primary tree for one single
update is at most 31, and the LSA packets on the partial second tree are at most 20, so the
dissemination overhead is a number of packets smaller than or equal to 51.

3.4.2 Time Complexity
The time complexity of the PASTA algorithm is determined by how the elements are stored
in queue. If the queue is implemented as a linear data structure, the time complexity of the
flooding algorithm is 0(1V1). For existing single-spanning tree algorithm, as the complete
spanning tree which covers all the nodes in whole network each time it is rebuilt, the time
complexity of each node is 0(1V1 2 ) by using Dijkstra's algorithm or the Prim's algorithm.
Therefore, the time complexity, including all the nodes in whole network is Oa V1 3 ). Compared to flooding and single-spanning tree algorithm, multiple spanning trees are adjusted
at every hop in the PASTA-MST algorithm. The edges already used in the dissemination are
discarded in the computation. Assume that either the Prim's or Dijkstra algorithm is used at
each node to compute the spanning tree update. Then the time complexity of PASTA-MST
for the whole network is:
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Compared to a linear process, a binary heap structure is a more efficient and practical
option. With a binary heap structure, the time complexity of the LDF algorithm per node
is O(|E|lg(|V|)), so by using the LDF algorithm, the time complexity of PASTA-MST
algorithm for the whole network is:

Therefore, the time complexity of PASTA-MST algorithm has the same order as the
existing single-spanning-tree-based algorithm at each node.
On the other hand, the accuracy of the PASTA-MST algorithm is greatly improved as
the node utilizes the current local states to construct the new spanning tree, so an optimal
dissemination path can be selected. Moreover, since more than one spanning tree is used
to disseminate the link states, the destination nodes obtain the LSA packets from different
routes. The convergence time is counted as the time difference when a node first issues an
LSA until the time the last node receives the LSA. Hence, the efficiency of the dissemination is also improved by using multiple spanning trees in the PASTA-MST algorithm.

3.5 Simulation Analysis
To estimate the performance, a simulation is built to compare the proposed schemes with
the blind flooding algorithm and the conventional spanning-tree-based algorithm that uses
one spanning tree to disseminate the link states. The network is randomly generated with
an average degree of nodes equal to or smaller than three. The delay of a link is randomly
generated between 1 to 100 time units. The link delay is used as a parameter to assign link
weight values. The simulation is run for 10,000 times while a unique network topology is
generated each round.
Firstly, the scenario where the network is stable during each dissemination cycle is
simulated. In this case, there is at most one link change the value of its delay. Figure 3.13
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Figure 3.13 Comparison of average overhead for different dissemination methods with
one link changing events.

shows the comparison of the average overhead among these three schemes for a network
with nodes 5, 10, 15 to 50 nodes, with a increase step of 5 nodes. It is easily seen from the
figure that the flooding method causes the most severe dissemination overhead. The PASTA
and conventional spanning-tree-based algorithms have almost the same amount overhead
for each network, This is because both of them use a tree structure to disseminate the link
states.
Figure 3.14 depicts the simulation results of the average convergence time by these
algorithms, for the cases when the dissemination process is processed successfully. From
this fi gure, it can be seen that all three methods have similar convergence times, but the
flooding algorithm takes the shortest time to fini sh disseminati on while the conventional
spanning-tree-based algorithm takes slightly longest convergence time among all three algorithms, It is because almost all the links in this scenario keep the link state, so in most
cases PASTA shares the same dissemination route as conventional spanning-tree-based algorithm uses.
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Figure 3.14 Comparison of average convergence time for different dissemination methods
with one link changing events.
However, note that in some simulation cases, the dissemination process didn ' t converge because the link used for dissemination failed and it was no longer avail able. The
parameter number of dissemination fa ilure events is used to evaluate this attribute for each
algorithm . As Table 3. 1 depicts, the fl ooding and the proposed PASTA algorithms share the
lowest dissemination failure rate. Both of them suffer from sporadic dissemination failure
in case that the generated network includes the isolated node or when crucial link (e .g., a
minimum edge cut contains onl y one member) in the network fail s. On the other hand , the
conventional spanning-tree-based algorithm has the highest fa ilure rate, since this scheme
is not able to adjust the dissemination path when the link on the spanning tree fails.
Another scenario that the link state of the network dynamically changes, which is
more realistic, is also simulated. Here the number of link-state changing events is proportional to the number of nodes in the network (6 times of the number of nodes). In Figure
3. 15, it can be observed that the fl ooding algorithm and PASTA algorithm spend similar time to fini sh di ssemination, both of which are smaller than the convergence time of
the conventional spanning-tree-based algorithm. The reason is that the fl ooding algorithm
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Table 3.1 Number of Dissemination Failure Events for Different Dissemination Methods.
Nodes

PASTA

Flooding

Conventional Spanning-Tree-Based

5

2769

2769

4012

10

196

196

1187

15

16

15

634

20

7

7

465

25

3

3

392

30

3

3

322

35

2

2

271

40

2

2

239

45

1

1

212

50

0

0

189

always broadcast the message through all possible links so the links with lowest delay
are always utilized to transmit LSAs. On the other hand, the conventional spanning-treebased algorithm is not as timely as the PASTA algorithm to adjust the dissemination routes.
Therefore, PASTA is more efficient to find the shortest-delay link during dissemination than
the conventional spanning-tree-based algorithm.
Figure 3.16 represents the results of average amount of overhead that these three
schemes cost under this scenario. Similar to the first scenario, the flooding algorithm has
a large dissemination overhead. On the contrary, PASTA and conventional spanning-treebased algorithms have a smaller overhead compared to the flooding algorithm.
Following up the specific example given in Section 3.4, the 32-node network as depicted in Figure 3.10 is considered here. The delay of a link is uniformly distributed between 1 to 100 time units. The simulation is run for 10,000 rounds. Assume in each
dissemination round, there are k changes of delay on links where k ≥ 1. Moreover, the
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Figure 3.17 Comparison of average convergence time for 32-node network with simultaneously link changing.

root node of the spanning tree is randomly selected In each round. Firstly, the scenario
that all link changes happen on the same time slot is simulated. Figure 3.17 illustrates the
average convergence time for flooding, conventional spanning-tree-based algorithm, and
the PASTA algorithms when the link state changing does not cause dissemination failure.
The results show that the average convergence time of link state distribution by PASTA and
flooding algorithm are almost the same, and both are shorter than that of the conventional
spanning-tree-based algorithm. It can be seen that the time difference between conventional spanning-tree-based algorithm and PASTA/flooding increases when the number of
link changes increase. It is because the larger the link changes, the larger the possibility of
delay increment on the conventional spanning tree, but the PASTA algorithm can adjust the
tree to fit for the current situation so the convergence time is not affected much.
The dissemination overhead between these three algorithms in above scenario is also
compared. As depicted in Figure 3.18, the dissemination overhead of PASTA and conventional spanning-tree-based algorithms is significantly smaller than that of flooding algorithm.
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Figure 3.18 Comparison of average overhead for 32-node network with simultaneously
link changing.
Then the failure probability of each link is set as 0.01. The simulation is run for
10,000 rounds. The dissemination failure rate is used to compare the robustness of the
algorithm rate, which is defined as the number of dissemination failure events divided by
the total number of dissemination rounds . Table 3.2 shows the comparison results, from
which it can be seen that conventional spanning-tree-based algorithm is more frangible than
the other two.
The second scenario simulated is that the links states can change on various time
slots. Figure 3.19 compares the average convergence time for flooding, conventional spanningtree-based algorithm and PASTA when the link changing does not cause dissemination failure. Similar to the results of the above scenario, here the average convergence time of the
distribution by PASTA and flooding are both shorter than that supported by conventional
spanning-tree-based algorithm. The time differences between conventional spanning-treebased algorithm and PASTAlflooding are also larger when the number of link changes
increase.
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Table 3.2 Dissemination Failure Rate for 32-node Network with Simultaneously Link
Changing.
Number of li nk changes

PASTA

Flooding

Conventional Spanning-Tree-Based

1

0

0

0.58%

5

0

0

2.87%

10

0

0

5.73%

15

0

0

8.60%

20

0

0

11.51%

25

0

0

14.36%

30

0

0

17.24%
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Figure 3.19 Comparison of average convergence time for 32-node network with link
changing on various time slots.
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Figure 3.20 Comparison of average overhead for 32-node network with link changing on
various time slots,
Figure 3.20 illustrates the comparison results of dissemination overhead between the
algorithms in this scenario. It is easily seen that PASTA and conventional spann ing-treebased algorithms have a smaller overhead than the flooding algorithm,
Via setting the failure probability of each link as 0,01 and running the simulation for
10,000 times, the fai lure rate of the algorithms is compared in such scenario. As described
in Table 3.3, conventional spanni ng-tree-based algorithm has a larger dissemination failure
rate than PASTA and flooding algorithm, which indicates its robustness is much less than
the latter two algorithms.
The above simulation results further approves that PASTA algorithm is more efficient
to disseminate the links states with lower overhead than flooding algorithms, and more
robust than conventional spanning-tree-based algorithm , The convergence time of PASTA
is almost at same level as flooding algorithm, which is the fastest among all the algorithms
compared here,
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Table 3.3 Dissemination Failure Rate for 32-node Network with Link Changing on Various Time Slots
Number of link changes

PASTA

Flooding

Conventional Spanning-Tree-Based

1

0

0

0.58%

5

0

0

2.87%

10

0

0

5.72%

15

0

0

8.60%

20

0

0

11.50%

25

0

0

14.33%

30

0

0

17.22%

3.6 Summary
In this chapter, a novel per-hop based partial spanning-tree adjustment (PASTA) algorithm
is proposed to overcome the inefficiency problem of the current single-spanning-tree approaches. Combined with multiple spanning tree distribution and back-trace algorithm, this
scheme is able to provide protection in case of the unavailability of the link in each spanning tree. The spanning tree is searched by the QoS performance of the links, so the link
with fast transmission and high reliability capability is always selected. Through the analysis of the overhead cost and time complexity, it is proved that PASTA has the same order of
complexity as other tree-based link state distribution algorithms, but its convergence time
and reliability are greatly enhanced, and its overhead is kept low when compared to flooding based algorithms. A multiple spanning tree scheme for reliability and the back-trace
mechanism for reconstructing a disconnected tree were proposed. All these mechanisms
are used together for efficiently disseminate link-state information in a QoS network.

CHAPTER 4
OSPF-BASED ADAPTIVE AND FLEXIBLE QOS ROUTING

In this chapter, a QoS-enabled routing scheme is proposed to avoid false routing or low
network utilization when using service vectors presented in Chapter 2. The routing scheme
is based on OSPF protocol so as to guarantee feasible deployability of service vectors in
existing networks. Furthermore, a network architecture is introduced to integrate security
into the set of QoS parameters.

4.1 Introduction
As analyzed in Chapter 1, Intserv and Diffserv are two paradigms that differ in the level
of accuracy on service provisioning and QoS granularity for a scalable implementation.
Therefore neither one can satisfy a large number of service requirements and provide high
service granularity at the same time. One way to solve this problem is by using a nested
Diffserv model, where each group of flows can have a subset of requirements. This model
can be combined with the explicitly endpoint admission control (EEAC) scheme [22] that
represents the nested-Diffserv service levels as service vectors (SVs). The EEAC scheme
can be performed in two phases: the probing (or exploring) phase, to determine link state,
and the data transmission phase, which is performed after the probing (and call acceptance)
processes. In the probing phase, the end host sends probing packets to the destination host
to collect the SV information, which includes the service states of the routers along the
end-to-end path. After receiving feedback information from the end server and retrieving the state from the probing packets, the end host compares all possible service class
combinations for this specific path, and computes the utilization and cost to find the most
suitable service classes to be used at each router per flow basis. The selected service vector is marked in the data packets during the data transmission phase. Each router checks
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the vector, and provides the cost of the corresponding QoS service in it. This EEAC-SV
model improves the QoS granularity to O(pq ), where p is the number of routers and q is
the number of service classes in the network (or end-to-end path). The flexibility feature
increases the probability of minimizing the cost for the user and network utilization for the
service provider. However, this scheme, as other EAC models, assumes that the path is
pre-selected so that the probing path and data transmission path are always fixed. This assumption simplifies the analysis, but it may not be accurate in the case of considering a real
networks. The reason is that in routing mechanisms, the above QoS provisioning scheme
may not be able to provide the flexibility achievable by EEAC if SVs are not considered in
the path calculation.
Here, OSPF is considered as the widely used QoS routing model. In Section 4.2,
two examples of link-state routing are presented to show that the combination of OSPF and
EEAC may cause false routing, which results in low utilization of the network resources
and in high cost. To solve this problem, it is proposed here to select SVs during the path
selection phase based on OSPF. The performance of different service classes of a link can
be detected by the neighboring routers and disseminated by PASTA in a timely fashion.
Furthermore, the concept of security-enabled QoS concept (SQoS) and a solution to achieve
the optimal path selection are also presented introduced in this chapter.

4.2 Drawbacks of EEAC with Path Selection
Without loss of generality, OSPF can be used to select a path for the EEAC scheme. The
weight of link is defined in OSPF to be inversely proportional to the capacity of the link
[12]. This configuration cannot reflect the accurate QoS state of the network. [88, 95]
extended OSPF by redefining the weight of link to reflect QoS performance of link, such
as delay or available bandwidth. However, none of the above OSPF protocols can make the
EEAC and other EAC algorithms survive from false routing.
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Figure 4.1 shows an example of a simple network with routers N = (N1 , N 2 , N 3 , N 4 , N 5 , N 6 ) .
Assume the delay of the path is determined by the QoS requirement. The service class
S

(S1 , 82, 83, S4) is thus categorized by the delay of the link as shown below. The cost

C of the service is represented as:

Here, W2 , i E (1, 10), as shown in the graph, is the weight of each link recorded by OSPF.
Assume that a flow from N 1 to N6 has a delay request of less than 25 ms. OSPF will select
shortest path as Pi = (N1 , N2 , N6) according to the addition of weights on the path. The
EEAC-SV scheme then executes the probing processes along P 1, but no SV may satisfy
the delay request for less than 25ms, so that the request is denied. However, the rest of the
paths, such as P2 = (N11 N5 , N6) and P3 = (N1 , N3 , N5 , N6) , can satisfy the user's request
with the proper service class selection. Furthermore, it is easy to see that the SV (S 2 , S 2 )
with P2 and with the lowest cost (C = 3 + 3 = 6) is the optimal solution. Therefore, the
EEAC-SV scheme suffers of false routing in this case.
As another example, the link weight is set as the function of delay, as shown in the
brackets in Figure 4.1, or:
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N2

Nl

W2 = 2 {8}

W5=5{8 }

S2, S3, S4

S2, S3, S4

W 10 = 3{3}
NJ

SI, S2, S3, S4

N4

Figure 4.1 Network topology of the first example
Then p.

= (NI , N 3 , N., N 6 ) is the shortest path found by OSPF, which makes EEAC select

(S], S2, S2) or (S2, SI, S2) as the solution (where the cost is 12). However, the optimal
answer in this case is P2 = (NI , N 5 , N 6 ) with service (S2, S2) in tandem (where cost is 6).
The non optimal solution increases the cost and diminishes the network utilization.

4,3

OSPF -based Adaptive and Flexible QoS Provisioning

To overcome the above problem, a new architecture based on OSPF is proposed. In this
description, the weight of link i (Wi) is proposed to be represented as a vector that contains
all the available service cl asses the link can provide, documented as :

Wi= (S"S2""Sk)

s.t. (S], S2 , " ,Sk) E S

(4 1)

Generally, the service class in a QoS model is defined in functi on of various QoS parameters. Denote the service class as Si = (Q;, Qr, ... , Qn, where QI. j E (1, ... , k) is the

j'h QoS component in the i'h service class. For instance, a service cl ass may be defined as
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(delay, jitter, packet loss, available bandwidth). In this way, different service classes share
the common network resources, so they can be compared by the QoS parameters and sorted
in a linear order. In the proposed model, only the highest available service class needs to
be marked as the weight of the link. However, the services of the lower classes can also be
provided. Here, the amount of data used to represent the state class is reduced, that is, the
overhead of link state update is decreased. Same as in the original OSPF protocol, the link
states are exchanged by link state advertisement (LSA) packets among the routers in the
network, so that every router has the same QoS link state database. When the user's request
comes, the edge router, i.e. source node, selects the shortest path that satisfies Equation 2.3
in Chapter 2. All the service classes lower than or equal to the weight of the link are candidates for selection. The edge router here is different from that in generic QoS routing in the
sense that the router not only selects the path the data go through but also the service classes
of the link as requested. If the user's requirement can be satisfied, the SV as the selected
service classes are marked into the data packets during data transmission. The traversed
routers read the service class from each packet and provide the corresponding service. If
no SV can be found to fulfill users' demand, the request is denied.
As for the link-state update, the router estimates the state of the connected link and
launches the state update mechanism when any of the states change. However, the estimation of the performance of each service cannot be accurate because if the state is updated too
frequently these updates generate large traffic overhead. Besides, to prevent the LSA packets and the following data packets from increasing their overhead, the values of the QoS
parameters in each service class are divided into several service levels, so that [log 2 M1
bits can represent M service classes.
OSPF sets a link to disseminate its state information every 30 minutes [12]. This
update interval may be too large for the architecture discussed here, because the dynamic
changes of the QoS parameters may cause the state already known to other routers to be-
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come outdated. For such purposes, the update is triggered when the state of a link crosses
a boundary of service level, which is called as a class-based triggering mechanism [86].

4.4 Combination of Security and QoS
It is well known that the security level of a given communication depends on the individual user. Therefore, it is difficult to evaluate security uniformly and classify its service
level [96]. In order to shape the problem, the security protection capability of the router is
estimated and it is linearly mapped to the level of security satisfaction of users. The most
widely considered security capabilities of the router can be listed as encryption, DoS detection, authentication, and virus filtering [97]. Besides these, more security components can
be extended in this framework. In this chapter the following criterion is created to evaluate
them, but other standards are equally applicable:
• Encryption Ke : measured by the bit-length of the encryption key (e.g., 64 bits, 128
bits) and strength of cryptographic algorithm (e.g., RSA, DES).
• Virus scanning Kt,: measured by the number of viruses and worms that the anti-virus
software can detect and the false-alarm ratio.
• DoS detection K,: measured by the false positive ratio of intrusion detection system
(IDS) under uniform DoS attack testing.
• Authentication Ka : measured according to the robustness of the authentication mechanism. It might contain a weak or strong password, biometric, and smart cards with
on-board display and input interfaces.
Here, link security state is expressed as a vector Ka , Kv ,Kd , Ka . From the user's
viewpoint, the security of link i is the addition of the above four components:

Assume there are n links in the path under study, and that the security level of the path is
the link with minimum security:
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i E (1, 2, 3, 4) is the sensitivity weight of individual security component, as a user
is concerned about the different security components that are specific to a given situation.
As security protection capability mentioned here is considered to change at lower rates
than the other QoS parameters, the security values are updated with a low frequency, such
as once every 24 hours. During each update interval, this value is considered to remain
constant in each service class. This decreases the computation work of routers and produces
no increases in the complexity of the link state update.
Equation 2.3 in Chapter 2 is utilized for service vector selection. The cost of the
security service Si in each router is related to the processor occupancy time and strength
level CC (Si ), the occupied memory Cm (Si ), the bandwidth Cb(Si), and the disk space
Cd(Si ) for a database to store virus or DoS attack patterns. The cost function of security
service is the sum of all of them:

4.5 Path Selection Algorithm Analysis
Generally data flows can specify their QoS requirements in terms of four parameters: the
available bandwidth B„q , the maximum jitter request Jreq , the maximum delay request
Dreq , and the minimum security requirement Kreq . The path and SV selection problem
thus can be described as the problem to maximize Equation 2.3 in Chapter 2 as long as it is
eligible for the selected path p3,

From the user perspective, the utility function U reflects the degree of users' satisfaction to the QoS service. Users' QoS requirement can be elastic or inelastic. With elastic
demand the user can tolerate some degree of service deterioration if QoS provisioning is
lower than the user expected constraint; while inelastic ones means otherwise. Here only
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WI = 51

51,52, 53

W2 = S2

5 2,53

Figure 4.2 The illustration of virtual links with service class.

inelastic QoS requirements are considered so U is either I or O. Maximizing Equation 2.3
in Chapter 2 is equivalent to minimize cost function C (i.e. the multi-constrained least cost
routing with multi-service is selectable), which is an NP-complete problem [28] . Firstly
consider the several service classes in each link. To convert their multiple-to-one relationship to one-to-one mapping, each service class is regarded as a virtual link, as Figure 4.2
shows.
To simplify the above problem, the users' constraints are categorized into two different classes. The algorithm is analyzed with each type of constraints. The combination of
those algorithms gives the solutions but that is beyond the scope of this chapter. One class
is called concave or bottleneck constrained, such as the cases for available bandwidth, and
security. This can be solved by using an extension of the Dijkstra algorithm as in Figure
4.3. Assume a directed graph G

= (V, E), where V is the set of nodes and E is the set of

links. sand d are the source node and destination node, respectively. For the m 'h service
class and

lEI links in the graph G, the time complexity of the pre-process part is O(m lEI) ;

the time complexity of main-selection part is O(n 2 ) . Thereby the total complexity of this
algorithm is O(n 2 ), which has the same order of complexity as Dijkstra algorithm.
The other class is called as additive constrained, such as delay and jitter are. Assume
the set of feasib le paths from node s to d is F. The cost function is C. Then the problem is
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Figure 4.3 The path selection algorithm for concave constraint.
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defined as:

With respect to the lowest cost, the problem is known as Delay-Constrained-LeastCost (DCLC). Many mechanisms are proposed to solve it in polynomial time, among which
k-shortest paths (KSP) is a good solution. The proposed KSP scheme here is based on
Jimenez and Marzal's Recursive Enumeration Algorithm (REA) [98]. The idea is to list
k shortest paths from s to d with increasing costs of weight in a directed graph. The
algorithm first invokes Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm to build the shortest path tree.
Each path from s to current node v is the concatenation of the path from s to pre(v) and
the link (pre(v), v), while pre(v) is the adjacent predecessor node. The kth shortest path
π k (V) is thus selected from the candidate set C k (v) according to the following generalized
Bellman's equation:

where πk-1 (u) = πg(u) • v and L(π) is the weight of the path 7r.
The above recursive computation to obtain the k shortest paths solution is finished
in O(m + K n log(m/n))tKismlaer.gTo,thvfdwncse
algorithm is proposed here for the DCLC problem. Once the delay constraint is above
the threshold, the kth longest path is tracked based on the longest path tree instead of the
shortest one.
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Figure 4.4 The path selection algorithm for additive constraint.
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Figure 4.5 Average number of iterations of the proposed algorithm in 32-node network.
The algorithm depicted in Figure 4.4 is simulated in a 32-node bidirectional network
in [99] by running 10,000 requests. Each link is replaced by three virtual links to represent
the service classes. Without loss of generality, the delay of the virtual link is uniformly
distributed from 1 to 500. The source and destination node is 1 and 30. Here, h is set
to 0.5. The delay constraint set is from 150 to 1500 with 50 between intervals. Figure
4.5 shows the average number of iterations k, where k is found without setting the upper
bound of k and considering that there are optimal feasible paths. The figure shows that the
number of iterations is not large and has not unlimited increase when the delay constraint
increases. In reality, as the service class is distributed uniformly among links, the variety
of construction paths decreases. This means that the number of k is actually smaller than
that shown in the figure.

4.6 Summary
In this chapter an extended OSPF framework is presented that SVs and path selection are
integrated into one phase to provide the flexibility of QoS and high utilization of the net-
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work. An efficient routing algorithm as well as the combination of security and QoS is
introduced. To overcome the complexity of deployability of new mechanisms, SVs are
embedded into OSPF routing to guarantee feasible deployability into existing networks.

CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

5.1 Conclusions
In this dissertation, the issue of QoS provisioning in next generation network has been
addressed. The main contributions are:
1. Observing the importance of network measurement in QoS provisioning. The issue
of active and passive measurement has been investigated. The framework of active
measurement for QoS classes is proposed in the dissertation. A scheduling scheme
has been proposed to resolve measurement tasks conflict problem.
2. For the purpose of fast and reliably disseminating link state information throughput
the networks with low overhead, an efficient link state dissemination scheme has been
proposed. This scheme enables each hop on the distributing tree to adjust the path
according to latest link information, combined with back-trace scheme and multispanning-tree approach.
3. In QoS routing, multiple constraints need to be considered and high granularity of
routing paths is required to improve network utilization. A KSP-based QoS routing
algorithm is provided in this dissertation.

5.2 Future Work
The author will continue the ongoing work on QoS provisioning in next generation networks. Based on the proposed network framework, the author will focus on designing and
implementing the network measurement tools and network provisioning strategy. Moreover, the author would like to implement the past research to wireless networks.
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APPENDIX A
TEST RESULTS OF PING AND PIPECHAR

The table shown below records the test results of Ping and Pipechar in Chapter 2.

Table A.1 Test Result of Ping and Pipechar.

Load

Load

Ping

(R1 --> R2)

(R 2 --> R1 )

Average

Available

Minimal one-way

Average

RTT(ms)

bandwidth(Mbps)

delay(ms)

RTT(ms)

Pipechar

60%

60%

fail

fail

fail

fail

0

60%

0.509

13.884

6.70

14.12

50%

50%

fail

fail

fail

fail

0

50%

0.505

18.036

5.11

12.20

40%

40%

28.455

fail

fail

fail

0

40%

0.511

26.766

3.47

8.37

30%

30%

0.828

fail

fail

fail

0

30%

0.316

32.892

2.94

7.17

20%

20%

0.406

fail

fail

fail

0

20%

0.290

39.933

2.53

6.25

10%

10%

0.291

39.691

2.54

6.31

0

10%

0.263

48.913

2.20

5.10

0

0

0.252

58.347

1.97

4.60
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APPENDIX B
TEST RESULTS OF PATHLOAD

The table shown below records the test results of Pathload in Chapter 2.
Table B.1 Test Result of Pathload.
Pathload

Load

Load

(R 1 -+ R2 )

(R2 --3 R 1 )

Available bandwidth(Mbps)

Measurement Time(sec)

60%

60%

fail

N/A

0

60%

96.00-97.50

6.80

50%

50%

72.40-96.60

7.45

0

50%

95.70-97.20

6.83

40%

40%

95.30-96.80

6.81

0

40%

95.80-97.30

6.78

30%

30%

95.40-96.90

6.83

0

30%

95.70-97.20

6.81

20%

20%

95.90-97.40

6.80

0

20%

95.80-97.30

6.89

10%

10%

95.90-97.40

6.80

0

10%

95.80-97.30

6.81

0

0

95.80-97.30

6.81
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